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Dr.Koenecke Is
NamedChamber
'Citizen Of Year
One faculty member at Murray State
University compared her to a good
watch — "pure gold, open face, busy
hands and full of'good works."
With those words, Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
bestowed its coveted "Citizen of the
Year 1978" award to Dr. Alice Pixley
Koenecke during the Chamber's annual
banquet Wednesday night.
The award, given to the head of the
chairman of MSU's Department of
flome Economics, had a double
meaning. Dr. Koenecke's son and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Koenecke of Jerseyville, Ill., surprised her by showing
up for the occasion.
Walt Apperson, publisher of The
Murray Ledger & Times, vice president
of the Chamber, introduced this year's
"Citizen."
Dr. Koenecke told the large audience
attending the functico,"I'm very, very
honored to receive such a distinguished
award and I'm particularly pleased Bill
and Marsha came so far for this...It is a
joy to serve in any capacity that I can
and to show my gratitude to the citizens
of the world, Murray, Murray State
University. I feel very proud to be a
pert of Murray State University....I've
enjoyed my contacts with My
colleagues and my students...It is a joy
to work in my church and community
and it really, really is a joy to serve."
In introducing Dr. _Koenecke,
Apperson
sa(d,"Jim
Johnson,
executive vice president of the
Chamber of Commerce, says apparently, we are going to have to
change the rules. If a man ever wins the
Citizen of the Year awardagain, equal
rights for women has asserted itself in
Calloway County because for the third
time in four years, a woman has won
this coveted award.,."
Mrs. Betty Lowry won the award last
year and her husband, Dr.
Lowry
won it the year before. Margaret
Trevathan, Calloway County head
librarian, won the award for 1974-'75.
"Her story is one that has touched
hearts and minds of almost every
person she has met in her long and
distinguished career,"-Apperson said.

C.C.

The Chamber vice president
described,"Alice Koenecke was born in
Wabash County, Ill., on Jan. 3, 1926, just
before the start of the Great
Depression. She we through ,grade
school -sad high school in Wabash
County, and just a few weeks after
graduation from high school in West
Salem, Ill., she married Henry C.
Koenecke in 1944. In Sept., 1945, their
first and only son, Bill, was torn. And
Just nine short years later her husband
Henry died, leaving Alice with a nineyear-old boy and a high school diploma.
"In a fashion typical of Alice, she sat
down and looked squarely at her
problems, and her blessings. Alice
wanted to live a satisfying life, both as a
mother and an individual. She loved her
life as a mother and a homemaker and
didn't want to give up either. She had to
find a gainful occupation, so she
determined that further education in
the field of home economics would
allow her to fulfill her dreams,"
Apperson said.
Apperson told of how Dr. Koenecke
enrolled in Ea,stern Illinois College in
1955 and graduated in 1958. She obtained her masters from Southern
Illinois in 1962 and her doctorate
from
_
the same university in 1969.
s
Dr. Koenecke served onthe faculty of
Southern Illinois in 1968 and 1969. While
studying for her advanced degrees, she
served on the faculty at Murray State
from 1960 to 1965. She returned to istSU
to -head the Department of Home
Economics in 1969.
"Dr. Koenecke has received just
about all the professional honors offered in her field. She was president of
the Kentucky Home Economics
Association in 19'73-'74. She was Kentucky's representative to the Lake
Conference in 1974: She is
national program chairman of Kappa
Omicron Phi and th
Kentucky
delegate to the International
Federation of Home Economics Council
and Congress In 1976. She is presently
serving, as president of the National
COuncil of Administrators of Home
Economics,". Appersorr said.
Dr. Koenecke has served as etuiirInan,..91 UALCialalgaiLCOOnt, Unittef
the American Ogre Stitletillis year.
•

She is active in the Heart Fund, Red
Cross, Civic Music Association, United
Campus Ministries and First United
Methodist Church in Murray.
"During my43 years in the Methodist
ministry, Dr. Alice Koenecke has been
one of the two most effective church
women I have known. She has been
active in every phase of church work,
James A. Fisher, former minister of
the First United Methodist Church in
Murray, said today.
Dr. Koenecke joins a long list of local
citizens honored by the Chamber with
its "Citizen of the Year" award since
1958.
James "Jim" Catlett, executive
director of the South Kentucky
Industrial Development Association in
Hopkinsville, gave the keynote address
during the annual function.

CHAMBER CITIZEN — Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
named Dr. Alice Koenecke its "Citizen of the Year 1978" during the Chamber's '2nd annual banquet Wednesday night. Dr. Koenecke, head of the
Department of Home Economics at Murray State University, is shown
above (left) talking to the audience about her award. She is shown

receiving it from Chamber vice-presidem Walt Apperson. Also pictured is
Chamber executive vice-president Jim Johnson. James "Jim" Catlett,
executive director of the South Kentucky Industrial Development
Association in Hopkinsville, gave the keynote address during the annual
function.
Staff Photos By Lowell Atchley

James Catlett Addresses Local Chamber

'Stand Up For Your Interests,' Industry Official Says
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
,,Staff Reporter
A man who calls himself a "that
chmaker between industry and local
communities," told Murray-Callowat
County Chamber of Commerce
members Wednesday night to stand up
for their interests in Congress and in
the state legislature.
James "Jim" Catlett, executive
director of the South Kentucky
Industrial Development Association
said, "You (Chamber members) can
make a difference..it's people like you
who can do a lot to protect our free
enterprise system." Catlett was the keynote speaker for
the 52nd annual banquet of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce held on the Murray State
University campus.
The Chamber also Wednesday night
bestowed its coveted "Citizen of the

Highway 121 Siiiith
Is Closed For
Railroad Repair
A portion of _Highway 121 South was
closed around noon yesterday in order
for the L&N Railroad to put new ties
under the tracks that intersect the highway.
"."
According to SherwoodPotts, county
roads supervisor, the highway will
remain closed until late Friday „afternoon. Potts said that the railroad
had been intending to repair the tracks.
However, he said, "There - was no
forewarning when they could do it. The
sign company came out and signed the
road Wednesday morning."
According to reports, the traffic
engineer, Jack Edwards, was notified
Tuesday by L&N that they would like to
begin work on the tracks Wednesday
morning. Edwards told the railroad
that signs could not be erected until
noon Wednesday, therefore, work could
not begin until then.
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tonight
Periods of rain today and
tonight dirninishing on Friday.
Chance of locally intense thunderstorms and heavy rain late
today and tonight. Highs this
afternoon in the low to mid 50s
becoming windy with steady or
rising temperatures tonight.
Lows in the 505. Windy and
turning cooler Friday. Highs in
the 508 with temperatures fallifig
duringAgasitamaass.. —
_•

Year 1978" award on Dr. Alice
dustries come to Murray in recent
Koenecke, head of the MSU Departyears, adding 1,400 new jobs to the local
nient of Home Economics.
- economy.
Catlett told Chamber members to
He said 60 percent of new capital
become involved in political action
expenditures for industry in Western
committees. He said such committees
Kentucky come from the top" 500
can make their interests be known to
companies in the nation. t'A major
congressmen and those running for
selling factor with these companies is
public office.
livability and community leadership,"
Catlett,
whose
organization
Catlett told Chamber members.
represents the electric power
He said manufacturing here puts
distributors in 26 Western Kentucky
cver $15 million worth of wages into the
counties, said he's seen four new inlocal economy. 'A dollar paid in the

form of a salary turns over three
times," he said.
"Industry is essential to future
employment...last- year alone you had
400 high school graduates here. These
are the ones we owe future employment
for," Catlett said.
He criticized the burden of rules and
regulations government is placing on
business and industry. "We've had
17,000 new bills submitted in the last
three years in Washington. The result
was 687 new laws and 12,120 new rules

and regulations...The business community is going to be legislated into
oblivion," Catlett said.
He pointed out that business aad
industry interests "were able to kill a
lot of bad bills before Congress" during
the last term. He said that during the
Kentucky General Assembly, business
and industry intests were able to improve the products liability law and
have in input into the Workmen's
Compensation legislation.

City School System To Finally Get Its Buses
Murray School System Is among
those in the state that'll finally be
getting two new school buses ordered
by Kentucky Department of Education
from an Arkansas firm earlier this
year. Delivery is over three months
behind schedule.
The firm, Ward Industries of Conway, Ark., is being given one more
chance to deliver school buses to the
state. Ed Fossett, general coUnsel for
the Department of Education, said the
company has been given until the end of
the year to make final delivery on all
buses ordered by the state. Fossett said

the firm, whichhas already paid a $154
per bus penalty for 374 buses that were
not delivered by Aug. 1, would be
penalized an additional $100 per day,
Per bus not delivered after Jan. 1, 1979.
Willie Jackson, superintendent of
transportation and pupil personnel for
the Murray City School System, said
late Wednesday afternoon if the buses
are ready, he and others will be leaving
today to drive to Arkansas and get the
vehicles.
Murray School System has operated
'its transportation system the ,early part
of this school year using a borrowed bus

from the Calloway County School
System."We had intended to have eight
buses — one spare and seven on the
road but we're using the spare." He
said there were times this school...year
when the Murray System borrowed
more than one bus from the nearby
Calloway County System. "We've had
no problems.and that was due to the
cooperation of the Calloway County
School System," Jackson said.
When the Arkansas firm couldn't
deliver nearly half of the 775 buses
originally ordered by the state by the
Aug. 1 deadline, the state agreed to

extend the deadline until Nov. 1 with tlali,„
cash penalties.
Jackson said the Murray system will
be one of those getting the $154 rebate.
When it became evident the firm also
could not meet the Nov. 1 deadline, the
state Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education last month
directed its staff to continue
negqtiations with the firm to get the
newSuses in the hands of local school
officials. Fossett said earlier this week
the primary concern of the state was
getting the buses as soon as possible.

Hidden Talent.

•
•

Orchestra Members Are Unsung Heroes Of 'Music Man
By BARBARA BLIVIN
But talent alone ddes not make a
the reasons for his confidence lies in the
way for future musical theatre
Much of the talent in the Community ' quality orchestra. Hard work and
attitudes of the orchestra members.
productions
Theatre's coming production of "The
dedication are also involved. The
"They are willing to put in the extra
"The Music Man" will run for two
Music Man" will be hidden away in a
"Music Man" orchestra has plenty of
effort because playing in the oochestra
final performances on Friday and
corner. That's where the unsung heroes
' both. According to Light; the orchestra
is something they want to do. It's a
Saturday, Nov. 17 and 18.
of the show — the members of the orwill put in almost 20 hours of practice
different experience for them."
Performances will begin at 8 p.m. in
chestra — will be.
during the two week rehearsal period.
As is the case in any musical
the Carman Pavilion across from
The reason is so the orchestra won't
"That's not really enough," Light said.
production,- the orchestra can either
Calloway County High School. Tickets
draw attention away from the per"Ideally, we should have gotten the
add or detract from the performance. 'are $2.50 for general admission; $2.00
formance. But the orchestra does • music about two months ago. We'll
From all indications, the "Music Man'
for students, and $1.50 for senior
deserve some attention.
have to work extra hard."
'Orchestra will be a definite asset to the
citizens and children under 12. Groups
Most of the members are students at
That's where the dedication come in.
show. Light added that he hoped the
of 20 Or more can receive special rates
Murray High School. But that doesn't
"I feel confident that we will be ready
interest shown by the members of the
by calling 759-1752 by noon of the day of
mean that they are lacking in talent. In
by opening night," Light said. One of
"Music Mao" orchestra will pave the
the performance to be attended,
fact, the opposite is true. According to
Buddy Light, the orchestra's director,
all of the high school students involved
have received various honors for their
musical ability. Those honors range
from participation in the All-District
band, to selection to the All-State band.
"I got the best available musicians
for the orchestra," Light said. "Two
members of the group are assistant
band directors at Murray High, and our
bass player also has an extensive
background in music."
The iiialstant directors are Frank
Schwab, who will be playing trombone,
and John Goode, who will be playing
trumpet. The bass player is Ron
Hampton, former musical director for
Memorial Baptist Church. The only
other members of the orchestra who
are not students at Murray High Schlol
are Lisa Francis, a music student at
Murray State University, who will play
the piano, and Mary Lou Johnson. a
Murray State student, who will play
flute.
The rest of the orchestra Is composed
of these ,high school students: Lealee
Grogan, flute-piccolo; Sharon Blodgett,
Amy N'offisinger, Deena Dailey and
Mary Ann Roberts, clarinet; Jill
Thompson, bass clarinet; Lisa Russel,
Vlisb
4fihrft
tenor saxophone; Gus Moore, baritone
,t4Alt13
#10•4
WOWI(
sexophone; Shari cipan,j4,A.,Moore
C1:11114111NE---lei1 by .Buddy Light. the Of ivestra iv-itirriart‘rehear%ing for the Murray-,
turd' NW Ttilri• Le, trumpet; Doug
CallOwajrCoitrItytortimlinity Theatre's produciion of "The Music Man." The final two performances will be presenCrafton, trombone; Robert Johnson,
ted Friday Ind Saturday nights, Novetnber 17 and 18 at 8 p.m. in 'he Carman Pavilion across from Calloway Coun,.z
drums; and Karla Russell, bells.
High School.
•
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He's Oversexed
And Underwilled
Buren
By Abigail Van
P• P. N••••
1174 DpC&mcaso Tr14•441

Syn4 Inc

DEAR ABBY: My head is spinning with indecision. I'm in
the process of getting a divorce, and my husband is begging
me to give him another chance.
The problem has always been that Marry can't resist
young girls! I was 16 and he wks 27 when we married, and
during our six-year-marriage Harry got five girls pregnant!
One was barely 15, and he'd have gone-to jail for sure if his
boss hadn't retained a really good lawyer. After that Harry
had a vasectomy and now we can't have any more children.
We have one little boy and I've had four miscarriages. and
I've always wanted another child.
1 decided to divorce him after I caught him in the bushes
in broad daylight with his 18-year-old niece at a family 4th of
July picnic.
Abby. Harry is really a sweet guy and a wonderful provider. (He's a top salesman.) Half of. me says. "Take him
back." and the other halt says, "Go through - with,_.the
-e--divorce.''
-may. be crazy. but I still love him.
PRISONER OF LOVE
DEAR PRISONER: Listen to the half with the brains in,,,
it and don't take him back until he gets into therapy. If you
resume your marriage in his present state,'prepare to live
indefinitely with a weak man who has a weakness for young
girls.
DEAR ABBY: Where is it written that it is bad manners
to tip the owner? I Mean the owner of a saloon, a restaurant,
a beauty parlor or a barber shop.
When the owner is right there serving the public I think
he (or she) is every bit as entitled to a tip as an employee.
If there is such a rule of etiquette. I think it is dumb and
should be done away with.
What do you think?
A QUESTION OF TIPPING
DEAR QUESTION: Some die-hard traditionalists insist
that "owners of the establishment should not be tipped."
However, I believe good service should be appropriately
rewarded regardless of who provides it.
DEAR ABBY: Please tell SICK OF THE SAME DRESS
whose co-worker -wears the same dress for two weeks
straight that's she's lucky she doesn't work with my hus
band.'
He wears the same pair of trousers every day until they
wear out.
, f
He says it's too much trouble to take the things out of his
pockets every night!

•

GIVEN UP ON HIM
. DEAR GIVEN UP: Your husband is slackadaisical.
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or • simple do-your-own-thing'- ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to. Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send II and 'a long, stamped 128 cents) self-addressedenvelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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Warren Beatty — Julie Christie

"NEATEN CAN WAIT"(Ps)
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Clot C.,
-441 N.Centfal
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hormone for your body. induced vomiting. And alcnLawrence Lamb, M.D.
While f don't know what the hol can irritate the starlet.),
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am tumor was that caused you to the point that it bleeds
57 and I had my uterus to have a -- hysterectomy 32 but that certainly deserve,
removed when L was 25 years ago, it's unlikely that medical attention, too
Frasces Drake _
because of a tumor. Every- it would . be a eAgnfiint There n't any yeally. goo()
• 11 I
was lustitrie turtitafte; factor in deciding whether advice I can give you except
FOR FRIDAY;
went through the change of you could or could not use to urge your husband to see
life, and then my sex desire female hormones now. Cer- a doctor as quickly as possiNOVEMBER 17, HIM left me completely. That tainly, 32 years after re- ble.
was about four yeats ago. moval it would seem logical
What kind of day will
My doctor says he does not that you wouldn't need to
tomorrow be? Tefind out what
have a pill to take care of it. worry about a malignancy.
the stars say, read the
you have any thoughts of
Do
Since you don't have a
birth
your
for
given
forecast
MILLER GIRL
advice that would help me? uterus, you certainly.. qan't.
Sign.
Mt. afld Mr ffnice Miller,
DEAR READER — Your develop a inaligiiincy of the
Chattanooga, Tenn., are the
letter points out a fact that I uterus now. The other queshave tried to make to many tion is the status of your
ar:%
parents of a baby girl,
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201dr
of my readers about hys- breaNts. If you do not have a
Lanessa Kristine, weighing
That -sense of excitement
have
all lumpy breast. and need
terectomies. If you
fivte pounds 14 ounces,
you
feel is justified.
of your uterus removed, but female hormones, there
2 inches, born
/
measuring 181
Something unexpected is
the ovaries are left alone, shouldn't be any good medion Friday, Nov. 3 at 6:15 p.m.
about to happen that will
you will continue to have a cal reason why you couldn't
CROWNED ASKIngs and emcees of the Fall Festival held
normal hormonal balance. use them. Of course, if you
delight you.
at the East Ridge Hospital in
at North C,alloway Elementary- Mud on Oct. 27 were, picThat's why you had a norTAURUS
Chattanooga.
tured left, Lisa Hale and Mark Demean, Grades 5 through 8,
there
then
them;
need
don't
mal balance from the age of
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
The new father works for,
presin
point
,
much
not
is
and pictured right, Jennifer Psurrish and Carty Alexander,
suryour
had
25 when you
It could be a mistake to mix
them.
cribing
Blue
Cross and Blue Shield
Grades 1 through 4. Other candidates in the lower grades
gery until age‘53, which is
business and pleasure. Find
A lack of sex. desire in and the new mother, the
were Jennifer Butkl, Felecia Harrell, Angle Miller, Christie
when your ovaries failed.
may have noth- 'former Kathy Crowell, is on
an excuse to avoid socializing
The woman who has a middle age
Starks, Amy Wallis, Ginger Griffin, Lori Jones, Angela,
ing to do with the menowith colleagues after office
McDougal,
needs
Natalie
,,,arfid
hysterectomy
Tabers,
leave as e social worker at a
Shannon
Wood, Gina Coursey,
rt already pause, but may be associhours.
hormone s
Day Care Center for the
facAmy Miller, Mark Barber, Alan Miller, Jason Beach, Billy
psychological
with
ated
has ovarian failure, or friay
GEMINI
tors in some women. This is elderly in ChattanoOga.
Wilkerson, Mark Flood, Mike Elkins, James Yearry, Jamie
reovaries
her
have
had
(May 22 to June 21)
for
Paternal grandparents are
Shields, Reeky Colson, Darren Parker, Charles Jeffery,- and
moved because of disease at a common age in life
That project you are pinning
disappointments
depreseion,
were
grades
upper
the
in
candidates
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Miller of
Other
It's
surgery.
Jones.
the
of
.the
time
Rodney
your hopes on needs one more
in attitudes,
the ovaries that provide the ande-AangeS
and
Fla.,
Alex Dowdy, Scott Nix, Chad Hughes, Jamie Hitler, Roger
whether one has normal hor- -Gainesville,
push. Give it all you've got and
not
and
Keith
function
hormone
Jeffery,
Robert
Hauk,
Mark
are
maternal
O'Bryan,
grandparents
Ernie
Tucker,
not.
or
function
mone
you should be able to finish the
the uterus.
Lovett, Keith Allbritten, Dana Cunningham, Barbara Jones,
I am sending you The Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Crowell
job to everyone's satisfaction.
to
check
can
doctor
Your
Letter number 5-12 of Murray Rt. 5.
Jill Thornton, Lisa Robinson, Molly Imes, Jill Mathis,
see if you have an adequate Health
CANCER
because it
menopause
Smith, and Gabby
on
Cathy
Hughes.
Cindy
Great grandparents are
Pritcht,
la
014:)----itytim
hormones,
amount of female
(June 22,,to July-23)
infor- Kelley_Stnith of New Concord,
basic
some
you
gives
or if you need additional
Schmidt,
The Walter Mitty side of
mation on how the female
your,character is in control.
hormones work, and what Mr. and Mrs. Martin Crowell
Don't let dreams of grandeur North Fork News-changes a woman can ex- of Hazel Rt. 2, and Mrs. Ester
pect during her change of Koffman of Glasgow.
inspire you to take a foolish
life. Other readers who want
course of action.
this information can send 50 Christmas Bazaar And
LEO
with a long, stamped,
cents
(July 24 to Ina 23) self-addressed envelope for Bake Sale Is Saturday
Too much work -in& no
it. Address your request to
The annual Christmas
play
that's your problem.
rue in care of this newspa- Bazaar and Bake Sale will be
You need to get away from the
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio held' by the Women's
City
grind and relax completely.
Station, New York, NY
on
wreck
car
a
injured in
Missionary Union of Deward
10019.
night with Greg Rice of Paris,
Avoid co-workers and make
By Mrs. R. D.Key
Saturday and was admitted to
Chapel Church on Saturday,
am
I
—
LAMB
DR.
DEAR
this fun time.
Tenn.
Nev.1,1971
the Henry County General concerned about my 25-year- Nov. 18, starting at-9 a.m. at•,
.
VIRGO
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
old husband's health. He has the Calloway _county Public--Hospital, Paris,Tenn.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Mrs. Willie Mohundro, Mrs. Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited --been throwing tip blood oc- Library.
You're much too trusting, Saucie Tyler, Mrs. Bertie Bill Carey Saturday night.
casionally for the last two
Church members invite the
and too talkative. Discretion is Jenkins, Mrs. Jessie Paschall, '-'Mr. Ovie Wilson visited Mr. Mrs. Judy Orr on Monday.
years, usually when he ,is
Orr
Mr. and Mrs. Milford
public
to attend.
absolutely essential. Divulge a Mrs. Hilda Orr, and the Rev. and Mrs. hifaburn Key on
alcomuch
upset or has too
were dinner guests Sunday of hol. He refuses to see a
confidence, and you could Glynn Orr visited Douglas Sunday.
-Mrs. Bertie Jenkins.
doctor believing that he
make a powerful enemy.
Mr. anclMrs. Clerris Wilson,
Vandyke, who is ill, on
Mr. and Mrs. R. D.sKey and probably has an ulcer and
LIBRA
and.
Mr.
and
Wilson,
Mrs. Ovie
Mr. and Mrs.Ralph Gallirnore there is nothing te worry
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23(4-.L.Xel ,Thursday. _
Mrs. Gloria Jenkins visited Mrs. R. D. Key visited visited Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon about. Could this be a sympToday should bring you a
tom of something serious?
The women of the Oaks
Vandyke on Tuesday.
night.
Monday
measure of prestige via some Mrs. Tommy Jenkins on Douglas
Morris
DEAR READER — You Country Club will have a dutch
Paris,
of
Olive
Charlie
Thursday.
accomplishment — a job well
R. D. Key 'Will enter the bet it can be. An ulcer that
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Tarkington Tenn., was admitted to a Henry
General bleeds is serious in itself. If treat supper at the Sirloin
County
done_an award won, an
Tenn.,
Stockade on Wednesday, Nov.
Memphis,
in
hospital
Mrs.
Bailey
and
Mr.
visited
elective office.
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., the that is the cause, he could
on Monday where he will first week in November for develop massive bleeding. 22,at6 p.m.
Grooms on Sunday.
SCORPIO
Following the 'supper, a
Anybody who vomits blood
undergo treatment.
ft"
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pascrall
visited Mrs. -tests. Bertie Jenkins and should certainly be seen by a general meeting of the club
Wall
Alvis
Mrs.
Dora_ let your imagination
Mrs.
of Paris, Tenn., and sister,
doctor.
women will be held. Awards
run wild or you will make Laverne, from Memphis. R. D. Key and Mrs. Warren Kathern Etheridge spent this
You can bleed from the will be presented to the club
morning.
decisions that will turn out Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs. Sykes Friday
Mike
food
Mrs.
esophagus
lower
tube)
week with Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Sills of Paducah
highly impractical. A down-to- Douglas Vandyke on Friday.
from wretching, even with championship winners.
Jenkins in Muscatine,Iowa.
and
Mr.
with
spent Saturday
earth view Is a must.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke. An
jv
SAGITTARIUS
Orr, Rickie and Brian, from
visitor was Mrs
afternoon
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
• ="zz2W-..,-.
were supper guests of,
An adventure involving Sedalia
Jenkins.
Tommy
-• 4
family in
Orr
Glynn
the
romance or friendship is in the
Visitors on Sunday af. making. It will give you a new Puryear, Tenn.,an Friday.
at the Vandyke home
ternoon
Mr. and Mrs Bennett
outlook and provide a lift for
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr.
were
• Fortune of Paducah and Mrs.
the spirits..
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes,
Laura Paschall visited
CAPRICORN
and Mrs Tony Sykes and
Mr.
Douglas Vandyke on Satur( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
son, *ian, and Mrs. Sadie
Today you will ?ealize just day.
Bucy 'attended church at
how many people enjoy the
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins Central. Point on Sunday to
pleasure of your company. and Mike of Chicagd, m., hear .the Rey.'Warren Sykes
There's no doubt about it, you -visited Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
.are extraordinarily popular. Owen and Mr. and Mrs. Rufus preach.
Come and Join Usjor . Mr. and Mrs. Charles
AL
•
• AQUARIUS
This AnnuortiV--- -Hopkins last Week. Other Pasdiall visited Mr. and Mrs
iciand--Avell
(left
fislh'ilohn.,Dae
'0
- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Punch, Cookies 8 Coffee
__ASlidit's_ on_Sinetne_ _with th•----Gtkrgelatimed-rzi-Naihville,
.e.
-j
Come and get acquainted- with David, our
Will Be Served
Owens were Mr. and Mrs Rex Tenn.,over the weekend.
'
-t)us
few
a
Pia/
Better
-irons
out of the fire. Your
associated with the Poppy .
is
who
now
son
and Lori, and
Melissa
Owen,
Mrs. Irma Shupe, Mr. and
tendency to take on more jobs
Shoppe full time We arestarting our 8th
Dale.
Mrs. Robert Brewer of
than you can handle' has got to Mr. and Mrs. Max
See Our Nets
year in Murray and beginning the families
be curbed. No is a nice word to
& Euiting
Rudy Key spent the Mayfield, Mrs. Ovie Wilson,
florist
the
in
business
generation
3rd
master!
weekend with his sister, Mrs. Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs.
PLANTERN
MAGIC
the
300
For
first
Carnations
*Free
D.
PISCES
XCZ Sadie Bucy. Other visitors on Hilda Orr, Mr. and Mrs R.
Gaylon
Mrs_
ladies*
and
Mr.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. J. Key,
Shhh! You're going to be V. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
*Register for Free Prizes*
asked to keep a secret. If you Sykes, Mrs. Ivy Huie, Mrs. Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs.
value _friendship, mum is the Saucie Tyler, and Mrs. Murl Glynn Orr, Mr. and . Mrs.
word. You'll be tempted to tell
Howard Morris, and Mrs.
McSwain. '
someone. Don't!
-Jenkins visited Mrs.
Gloria
The Rev. and Mrs. Hattie
Jessie Paschall on Sunday
Mrs.
Benton
visited
of
Cook
YOU BORN TODAY are
afternoon.
multi-talented and can take Sadie Bucy on Monday.
Mervel Luker suffered a
ck
Orr
liturned
Mrs.
Rile•
many paths. You have a fine
attach' on Saturday and
heart
Mind, excel in creativity, home Sunday from the' was lcimitted to the Murray407 Poplar
753-6100
County
Murray‘Calloway
enjoy a brilliant imagination,
Calloway County Hospital.
have corhplete self-assurance. Hospital.
Dolphus Harrelson was
Mitchlykee spent Saturday
You are attracted to the
theater, and acting could be
an outlet for Ynu. With
training and experience, your
technique would be outstanding. You also might
make an outstanding director
or acting coach. Your interests center on the arts —
music, painting, sculpture,
literature, suggesting that you
will participate or become a
patron, depending on your
inclination and education.
13irlhdate of: Rock Hudson,
9:00am-7.00p.m
actor; Lauren Hutton, model;
Lee Strasberg, acting coach.

STARTS

7:20,
9:25

Christmas
-Open House
Sunday, Nov 19th
1-5 pm.

Friday, November 17
u.i
=•
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Oaks Women To
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of the
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were
Mem •
close
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Area; Many Persons Are Ill

"MEATCLEAYER MASSACRE"(R)
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Route
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Murra
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Satur•
sfinct
Poplar
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ak-c2 Persons Visit In Homes In

1011UNNOW!

Fri-Sun
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

-

Florist

SI
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441N Central CU
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Lost desire for sex

The -East Calloway Junior
Beta Club met Monday, Oct.
23, and elected -new officers
for the year
Rick Wagoner was elected
as president; Jeff Garrison as
vice-president, Tina Housden
as secretary, Debbie Walker
as reporter, and Mike
Halloway asVenturer.
Refreshments were served
,-.1414511410).00-

-

-

-

- FAVION$
vvOmEN$
214 N. 14th Inside the College Shop

- i
1.111.1114
SPECIAL
Mit
EV
L
-i-A * Prize
- -31-ze—Witi
••----Thill-R101
•
,-,_
Specially Tagged Garment
,
(o he given away if chosen as a purchase

*GRAND PRIZE*
$75.00 Gift Certificate
*DOQR PRIZES*
1 Every 30 Minutes

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT*
"Monte Fisher"
pirlipli""111""Oik

Pre_ tvashe
Jeans

20% ori

$250.00 In Prizes To Be Given Away --- DON'T YOU DARE MISS!

d
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Purchase Area Homemaker's Elect
Officers Arid Hear Lt. Bullard

Tucker-Crabtree
Vows Are Read

Lamb.M.D.
Uting. And alcote the stomach
that it bleeds,
inly deserves
ttention, too.
arie_r_eally,/000f
give you except
husband to see
uickly as posse

R GIRL
Firtice Miller,
, Tenn., are the
a baby girl,
istine, weighing
s 14 ounces,
841 inches, born
ov. 3 at 6:15 p.m.
iclge Hospital in
ather works for
and Blue Shieldw mother, the
y Crowell, is on
ial worker at a
Center for the
ttanoOga.
randperents are
. Hollis Miller of
Fla.,
and
andparents are
Thomas Crowell
5.
ndparents are
of New Concord,
Martin Crowell
,and Mrs. Ester
sgow.

Miss Debra Sue Tucker,
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
James Tucker of Kirtesey
Route 1, and Steven Ray
Crabtree, son of Mrs. Myra
Crabtree, 1013 Story Avenue,
Murray, and the late George
ft. Crabtree, were married on
Saturday, Oct. 14, in the
illnctUary ortfie Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Murray.
The double ring ceremony
was read by John Dale,
minister of the church.
Miss Gina Crabtree, sister
of the groom and classmate-of-the bride, and Robert L.
Blalock, friend of the couple,
were the only attendants.
Members of the family and
close friends were in attendance.
Reception
Following the wedding a
reception was held in the
home of the bride's maternal
grandmother, Mrs. Rue Nix of
Murray.
Assisting in the reception
were Mrs. Billy Rue Nix, aunt
of the bride, Mrs. Jerry
Tucker, sister-in-law of the
bride, and Miss Valerie
Crabtree,sister of the groom.
The reception table was

adorned with a fall floral
arrangements of niums in a
silver bowl flanked by candles
in silver holders. The two
tiered wedding cake was
topped with a bouquet ol fall
flowers. cake, puock nuts,
and mints were served.
The !Kw. Mr. and. Nita.
Crabtree . are now residing at
Hazet Mrs. Crabtree is a 1978
graduate of Calloway County
High School and Mr. Crabtree
is a 1977 graduate of the same
school. --PAIPITENGGITEN -LOS ANGELES (AP) — An
1892 painting by Swiss artist
Ferdinand Hodler has been
given to the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art by
museum trustee B. Gerald
Cantor.
The Museum says Hodler
(1853-1918) "is recognized as a
major figure in the Symbolist
movement and an important
precursor of Expressionism."
U says, -Hodler established
his reputation with several
large, symbolic canvases
whose compositions ares
characterized by a poignant
sensitivity of line tempered by
cool paint handling."

PICTURED ARE some members at the Pi Kappa Alpha's, a fraternity on the Murray
State Uniyersi,y campus, as they hold props of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre taken from the Old Freight Depot. As the Depot is being moved to the
new City. Court.). Park, the "Pikes" assisted with the removal of theatre sets, costumes,
and properties from the old building to a temporary storage area. Several Community
Thea're productions have been presented at the old historical landscape. Those
assis'ing are: jimmy Car,er, Terry Las, Chris Durning, Mat Tompsson, Mack Bushart,
Terry Clark, Paul French, Tab Brockman, Mike lump, Brian Kunze, and Brian Warmer.

Mrs. Jack Foster
Hostess For Eva
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azaar And
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1

Cliristinas
e Sale will be
Women's
on of Deward
on Saturday,
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men To
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II have a dutch
t the Sirloin
esday, Nov.

* supper, a

attachments Included
with purchase.

g of the club
held. Awards
ed to the club

EUREKA
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jIbraGroomer

19th

ali-mortal rbra-Groorrier
rnaS5.11141,5 carpeting if i
ors, 20.00G pulsatrOns
e rrunute

s.,For
Coffee
d.

•

lioav*.ra
In carpets Th... •crioi.
loosens deep grit tor
brushes to whisk out

•Wide, bright headlight helps discover
dirt in darkest
corners.
-.Exclusive 6-position
dial conptil is easy
tto reach, adjusts
front end of cleaner
KLEENERe for
best overall
Lougu. EDGE
performance.

Other Models
559.95

Secretaries
Plan Dinner
For Monday
The Murray Chapter of The
National
Secretaries
Association (Inblirnational)
will meet Monday, Nov. 20, at
7 p.m. at the Branch Bank of
Murray,on 641 North.
Events of the meeting include a potluck dinner for the
members and their husbands,
with Robert A. Valentine,
instructor in the Department
of Speech and Theatre at
Murray State University,
speaking to the group on
"-What-Yeti Ser-IS-What
- Get"
Valentine, a nbtlye of New
York City, holds two degrees
from the University of Kentucky, where he taught for
three years before coming to
Murray State in 1974. He is
widely known for his impersonation of Mark Twain,
and is currently director of
intercollegiate debate at
Murray State.
Mrg. Mia Wilson, president
of the Murray Chapter, stated
that this would be a delightful
evening and , Purged all
members. to bring their
husbands and enjoy the NSA
fellowship.

Homemakers State Officer
and Glenn McNabb, Purcreise
Area Extension Director.
U. Jim Bullard of the
Memphis Police Department
presented the program on
"Self Protection for Women."
IL Bullard and his female
partner demonstrated self
defense techniqu'es to be used

against attacks. ranging in
severity from mild flirtations
to
homicidal
criminal
assaults.
"This program could very
easily change a woman's life,
and Homemakers were so
impressed with his program,a
standing ovation was given,"
- —
said Mrs. Bennett:

Christmas Portraits
Artcraft Photography
.118S. 12th
753-0035

Cull For Your Appointment
'VOW!!!

We also have a large selection of
frames, and now have one day film
processing.
Free Parking In Rear

SHears

REGISTER FOR
FREE TURKEY! s.

Walt Group
Mrs. Jack Foster -opened
her home for the meeting of
the Eva Wall Mission Group of
the Memorial Baptist Church
held Oct. 24 at 2 p.m.
The program chairman,
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, led in
prayer. Mrs. Mae Foster gave
the devotion with each one
saying a sentence prayer for
the missionaries having birthdays on that date.
Others taking part in the
program were Mesdames
Modelle Miller, Hazel Ahart,
Thyra Crawford, Lottie
Bowden,asid Lois Sanderson.
Also attending the meeting
were
Mesdames Laura
Jennings, Lola Boyd, Willie
Garland, and Nettie McKeel,
members, and Connie White,
guest.
The group voted to give $10
to the World Hunger Fund.

• iiitirginia Bennett, Graves
County, was elected president
of the Purchase Area
Homemakers. Mrs. Bill
House, Hickman County, was
elected area secretary. Each
of these ladies will serve
three year term of office.
Awards were given to
McCracken 'COutitY - for the
members:
new
most
McCracken County for the
most new clubs: Carlisle
County for losing fewest
members percentage wise
during the year; Carlisle
County for highest percent of
increase in membership; and
ckman County for largest
percent of members 35 and
ukder.
Constantine Curris,
M.
president of Murray State
University, welcomed approximately 300 homemakers
to the Murray State University Campus. Special guests
for the day were: Ms. Martha
- Nall, U.K. Program Planning
Specialist, Ms. Madeline
Yokum, Kentucky Extension

SHOP FRIDAY
NIGHTS 'TIL 8:30

Let's Talk Turkey
in Downtown Murray!
Da your Christmas gift shopping now & save!
JUNIOR SIZES'

All
Winter
Coats

LEATHER
JACKETS
REGULAR 55.00

35"

VALUES TO 29.00

1 /3 OFF

20

64
%

FALL
Sportswear
20FF

'Large Assortment'

Sweater
Special!

& Separates
MAKES GREAT GIFTS

20%

All
Winter
Dresses

29"

4

OFF

•

Longs and Shorts

Famous-name
ROBES

OUR ENTIRE STOCK'

REG. 11.00TO 45.00

Hots, scarves, gloves

Knit Sets

Our entire fabulous collection-of
fine win‘er coots for the iuntor
arid missy. Buy ond really save dur.
ing the safe ot Bright't1

ALL
REG.
PRICE
COATS

REG. 16.00 TO 68.00

799 TO

PANTS
& SKIRTS

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!

Jr & Missy Coordinates

1 /3 TO1

Junior and Missy!

--REG. 20.
'
00
.
TO 43.00

OFF

4

16" To.329*

•

Junior;4tssy and holf•size dress
fashions at ci savings to you. Choose
from our entire fabulous stock. SAVE'

••••

•

PATIENT
Robert Wooldriclge of
Murray hiii-been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
'
HOSPITAL

-Where They Service
What They Sell"

Don't Be Caught
In The Dark!
You'll Have To See
This Sale To Believe
It!

Brushed tricot styles!

Beautiful Selection!

Fall
Handbags

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!

REG. 10.0010 40.00

799 TO

Waim
Sleepwear

Winter Shoes

29"
_

SHOP
FRIDAYS
8:19

15% OFF

REG. 12.00 TO 17.00 ;
-1.

84)!')

T0-1299:

Dressy casual and sporty shoes at a
---sevmgs-you cor,'t resist -Saverrmi.v+ •

Driving Styles!

Regular and Compact

Assorted Styles!

Fornous-nome Styles'

Knit
Gloves

Fpshion
Umbrellas

Jewelry.
SALE

Lingerie
Special!

REG. 7.00 TO 9.00

REGUOR 8.00

REG. 2.00 TO 1'2.50

499

1. .3 ou

•••••••de4x.re•

MAKES GREAT GIFTS!

Le.Dtakit & TLML, ltursday , So,ember to, Ira
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Mrs. Boyd And Mrs. Sumter
Have Exhibits, Art Guild

; COMMUNITY
TO
\asset._
CALENDAR
1•1816-

Saturday, November 11
Basketball Jamboree for
East, North, and Southwest
Calloway Elementary Schools
be at Jeffrey gym at 6:30
p.m., sponsored by the
Calloway Boosters Club.
will be served starting
Supper
"Many Moons" will be
Nondenominational Bible
p.m.
5:30
at
Children's
Study will be held at Seton presented for
•
Center, North 12th Street,— Theadee---by Departansat at
Gospel singing featuring
Murray
Murray. This is open to the Speech and neat%
---This-Mergan Family of Whip
MaditsrisM
blhç and_eiell is asked In Statar-at:44
41
,
and Liberty Boys of Marshall
brimea Bible. •
at 9.30 a.m.aid I:30 p.m.
County will be held at Dexter
Baptist Church at 7 p.m.
Citizens
Shopping for Senior
Ducks Unlimited will have
will be held and call 753-0929
its annual banquet at the
Foreign Mission book study
Jaycee Civic Center at 6 p.m.
by 9 a.m. for morning shopfor All Girls in Grades 1 to 6 of
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
First Baptist Church will be
Megan MeDonough, singer afternoon shopping.
from 1:30 to 4 p.m. at the
and song writer frcirn Chicago,
111., amd Company, including
Soap Makin will be shown church.
Connie Fairchild, will appear at The Homeplace-1850. Land
at Murray State University Between the Lakes, from 9
Hazel Units of WOW will
Student Center at 8 p.m.
a.m. to 4 p.m.
have their annual Family
Night meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
Le Leche League will meet
Senior Citizens will sell the Hazel Community Center.
at the home of Jennifer Heegel tickets on the "Snowball All food will be furnished by
at 7:30 p.m. For information Quilt" at the Bank of Murray. the Woodmen units.
call 759-4878.

Thursday, November 1$
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will have its
Thanksgiving potluck supper
at the church

PAGE

Friday, November 17 ,
Gary Galloway, Paducah,
will present a piano recital in
the Farreii Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Budding,
Murray State, a17 p.m.

ENTERTAIN FOR ALPHAS—Marfe Taylor, left, pianist,
was accompanist for Henry Bannon, as he sang several
selections from various countries in keeping -with the
International program theme of the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the luncheon meeting held Oct. 28
the club house. Dr. Mildred Hatcher, chairman, presided.
at
Baptist Men's Organization
Annual Christmas Bazaar Mrs. aarginia McElrath Dick from Maryland who was
here
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 of Memorial Baptist Church
and Bake Sale by the-Women's
Order of the Eastern Star is will meet at the. Triangle Inn -- Missionary Union of Deward's for the open house at the Murray Middle School on Oct. 29
was a guest of Mrs. William Major. Lunch was served at the
scheduled to meet at the lodge a112 noon..
Chapel Ehurch-will be at the- tables decorated in the autumn colors and the Halloween
hall at 7:30p.m.
Calloway County Public
theme. Hostesses were Mrs. Eva R088, chairman, assisted
Magazine Club will meet at
Library starting at9 a.m.
by Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Miss Frances Brown, Mrs. M. P.
is
Club
Woman's
Hazel
the home of Mrs. Inez Claxton
Christopher, and Mrs. Harlan Hodges.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at at 2 p.m.
Square and - round dancing
the Hazel Community Center.
will be held at the WOW Hall
VFW state service officer
at 7:30 p.m.
ea,,iriess and Professional
will be at Murray Branch,
Women's Club will meet at
Eighth annual Chemistry
Federal Savings and ban,7th
Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m. for
Scholarship Tournament for
and Main Streets, from 9 a.m.
the annual birthday party.
high school students will be
to 3 p.m. Note correction from
A guest at-the meeting.
The Mayfield Woman's
8 a.m. to noon ih Room
from
Thursdaydate.
_
met for luncheon on
in addition to Mrs. Hart,
Club
Women of the Moose will
Science
Blackburn
320,
was Mrs. Mary' Alice
Thursday. November 9, at
meet at8 p.m. at the lodge hall
Building, Murray State.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Hodge. Members who
the Dakota Feed and
with officers to meet at? p.m. Campg.. Club will have its
Grain Restaurant in
attended were Mrs.
Stephen Creighton. Mrs:
Murray.
Irma* eampout at Piney
Appreciation Day
Media
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Campground in Land Between
Ted Duncan, Mrs. George
Mrs. - Stephen
will be held at Murray State
the Beta Sigma Phi will meet the Lakes with John and Joan
B. Paden, Mrs. 0. C.
Creighton, president,
University starting at 9:30
Burton, Mrs. Chester
at 7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Bowker as wagonrnasters. A
extended a welcome to
a.m.
Hamilton, Mrs. Forrest
Community Center.
guests and members.
hobo stew supper will be
Yatats„Mrs__Roy Roberts,
Mrs. .Ted Duncan
on Saturday evening
Lady Racers will -play
Mrs.R. E. Andrus,
Groups ,of Baptist Young served
devotional
the
presented
opening
in
Vanderbilt
Mrs. Artie Hill, Mrs.
Women of First Church will
and introduced the guest
County
Murray-Calloway
Marshall Mines, Mrs.
basketball season at 5:15 p.m.
meet as follows: Betty Sledd
Mrs. George
speaker,
Conimunity Theatre will
Jennings Turner, Mrs.
in Murray State Fieldhouse.
BYW with Mrs. Lee Hook ae9
Hart, of Murray.
Guy Koonce, Mrs. Lucille
present "Music Man" at A.
a.m.; Baptist Young women
Mrs. Hart is a former
Sniith,, Mrs
Pete
Pavillion, College
Murray State will play
..with Mrs. David Travis at 7 Carman
librarian and now writes a
.Jack
Mrs.
Henry
Jackson,
Farm Road,at8 p.m.
1:30
Western in football at
p.m.
column for the Murray
Wilson and Mrs. H. S.
Stewart Stadium,
newspaper. She used as
Kimball.
- InurrunItaASOn Clink —wee-- at—
the sUbject for her talk,
Murray..
TV
On will be held at the Calloway
Documentary
"Bed. Board and BotHunger will be shown on County Health Center from 1
tles", in telling of. her
Dedication ceremonies for
Kentucky Educational TV at 8 ,to 4 p.m. for persons over 65 or
recent trip to Russia.
t
.
Hall,
Wells
renovated
recently
p.m.
persons with respiratory or
She spoke of the sad
University, will
State
Murray
heart diseases or diabetes.
on the faces
expressions
a.m.
Friday, November 17
be at 10
of Russians, and how
American
Disabled
Saturday, November 18
women cleaned the
The First District
Veterans, Chapter 50, will
"Wranglers Riding Club will
Holiday Bake Sale by
with "bush
streets
Association met
Library
the
at
banquet
awards
meet at the American Legion
its
have
Church of Jesus Christ of
brooms". She pointed out
recently in the orientation
the Bank
Branch.of
Hall at 7 p.m.
University
the contrast of the guides
Latter Day Saints will be held
room at the new Waterof Murray at 6:30 p.m.
at Roses from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
field Library at. Murray
and their happy exHoliday Balce Sale
University.
State
pressions
because
they
Open Horse Show, sponMike Turley,
will
Mrs.
Theatre
were
Conainnity
being
well
paid
for
Saturday
lk Held Here
sored by Hardin and South
president-elect, from
their services, and all
present "Music Man" at the
Marshall Riding Club, will be
Mayfield, introduced the
A Holiday Bake Sale, A. Carman Pavilion, College
plans were made in adat Livestock Show and
guest speaker, Richard
vance, The tourists were
Iponsored by the Church of Farm Road,at 8 p.m.
Valentine. director of the
Exposition Center, at '7 p.m.
not allowed to visit
Jesus Christ of the Latter Day
Community Theatre
Admission is $1.00.
Russian stores, but were
Saints, will be held in front of
The play, "Many Moons,"
productions.
allowed to see just what
Roses Department Store.
Mr. Vaientine gave an
by
be
presented
will
was
the
planned
for
Between
them
to
Land
Events at
onS.aturday, Nov.. 18, from 9
presentation,
informative
Murray
Theatre,
Children's
see,
she added.
Lakes will include Soap
a.m. to five p.m.
showing librarians how
at
Lovett
Auditorium,
State,
p.m.
5
to
am,
9
Makin' from
Members of the church
they could get children
at 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
and Tales of Yesteryear at
frivite the public to buy their
involved in acting out
Admission is 50 cents or
6:30 p.m. at The Homeplacestories they had read.
`bake goods far the corning
ticket.
season
1850; and Fall Foliage
Following the program.
ksgiving holiday.
dftisiness session was a
.
workshop and field trip at 2
I
_L. •
ea.
--41se
presided7-over bis•
9 atcinuer Stetiott _ _
president, Mrs. Donna
INFORMAL PARTY
Matthews, of Crittenden
Buigers on Buns
Neighbors Quartet will sing Golden Relish
Salad Bowl • County.
New officers elected at
Beverage.,
at Mars Hill Baptist Church at Meringue.Bars
the meeting included.
GOLDEN RELISH
7 p.m.
Mrs. Turley, of Mayfield,
It's thrifty and makes a lot.
president for 1979, Mrs.
finely
pounds
cabbage,
2
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
_Vicki Ragsdale, of
shredde4ee4 &pe packed..
&A fit isscheduled to meetat
,Murray, president-elect,
downs
the Lodge Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• and Mrs. Margaret
1 medium onion, finely
Chambers. Caldwell
grated (1-3rd cup pulp
•County, secretary and juice)
Sunday, November 19
treasurer.
Special book study for 34 ali) sugar
Following the meeting,
cup
lemon
1-3rd
juice
Acteens of First Baptist
COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE
librarian's were given
the
teaspoons salt
Church will be from 3 to 5 p.m. les teaspoons
of the new library.
tour
a
celery seed
2
in the recreational area of the
by Pat Wilkinson.
2 teaspoons mustard seed
n's Boys Winter
government documents'
church.
1 teaspoon carry powder,
librarian. The group th'eri
1-16th teaspoon cayenne
had lunch at the Dakota
.
TV Documentary on Hunger • PePPee
a large saucepan stir -to- ." Feed and Grain.
a eses1 Casual Styles
will be *Shown on Kentucky
gether all the ingredients until
Educational TV at 2 p.m.
the sugar dissolves and the
Ladies Winter
Kirksey United Methodist mixture is juicy. Stirring often,
Men's breakfast will be at 7 boil gently, uncovered, until
there is little le.juid. Chill. Keep
a.m. with Dr. Jack Rose as
stored in the refrigerator.
speaker.
Makes about I quart.
Favorite Fabrics 8 Colors

Mayfield Woman's Club Hears
Mrs. Hart As Luncheon Speaker

Daisy Boyd of Murray and
Mary Frances Sumter of Almo
Route 1 have exhibitions of
their art work on display at
the Murray Art Guild, located
at 103 North Sixth Street,
Murray, during the month ed
November.
The public'is invited and
urged by the Art Guild
members to visit the guild
during the hours of 12 noon to 4
through
p.m., Tuesday
Saturday, to see the works of
Mrs. Boyd and Mrs. Sumter,
along with other art works at
the Guild.
Mrs. Boyd, a native of
Graves County, said she had
always been interested in art;
however she had no forrnae
training until she lived in
Woodbine, Ga., a small town
near 4acksonville, Fla., and
near the ocean where there
was great enthusiasm for oil
paintings.
The Murray woman had
various teachers while'there
including Mrs. Sterling of St.
Mary's and Bill Hendricks of
St. Simons Island. They later
moved to Cedartown near

0?&Ad

Atlente„Ga., and she studied
there under the direction of
Peggy Whipple.
Since the redrement of her
husband about a year ago, Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd have resided in
Murray and she ts continuing
her interest in painting of
which oils - is her favorite
medium.
Mrs. Sumter is now having
her first exhibition of work.
She has had basic drawing

courses at Murray State
University under the direction
of M. Brun, and is now taking
a class in life drawing.
The AIM° Route 1 women
has been commissioned by the
Bethel United Methodist
Church to paint a picture of
the old'Church and a picture of
the church as it now stands.
Both Mrs. Boyd and Mrs.
Sumter are members of the
Murray Art Guild.
U
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One person's "Small" loan-is-another person's "lar§e" loan, so
we avoid fitting our customers
into categories.
We make all kinds of loans. To
all kinds of people. For all kinds
of reasons.
And we lend really bi4.amounts.
to homeowners, based on their equity.
That's the difference between how
much your house is worth, and how
much you still owe on it.
If you're looking for a loan,
take a close look at our chart.
You'll.see we_ .fAm.yok4r:si2e.
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Children's Shop
Southside Shopping Center

British-French bombardment of Sebastopol began
in 1854 in the Crimean War.

Mrs. Turley Named
President Of Dist.
Librarians' Assn.
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PADUCAHPATIENT
Miss Donna Miller Of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
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EDITORIAL

Marine Major John I. likadiaa is
serving with the Marine PlekerAtiocit
Squadron 115, a unit of the First Marine
Arirraft Wing in- Vietnam.
Seaman Apprentice Randy Graves
McClure, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
McClure, has completed boot training
at Great Lakes, Ill., and has been
assigned to a Naval base in Rhode
Island.
Deaths reported include Carlton
Bruce Key.
Gus Robertson, Jr., local farmer and
tobacconist, has recorded his first

Explanation Due
From Magistrates
The Calloway County Fiscal 'best' bid.
Court has taken it upon itself to
Calloway bounty Judge"spread it around," as one
Executive Robert 0. Miller and
magistrate put it, when making
County Attorney Max Parker
purchases for the county.
both advised the members of
That's well and good. We
the fiscal court that they should
agree that every local business 'be prepared to explain why
possible should receive its fair
they accepted the higher bid of
share of government business.
$27,777 for the purchase of two
But, in this case, we question
dump trucks.
the validity of the action, parWe think the fiscal court had
ticularly since it will cost
better be prepared to explain
Calloway .County taxpayers
their reasons, because we
$1,167 more than is apparently
believe the taxpayers of
Calloway County should
necessary.
This action by the Fiscal
demand such an explanation.
Court, taken during its Tuesday
Garrott's Galley
afternoon session, seems to undermine the basic reasoning
behind requiring government
agencies to make purchases of
$5,000 or more through the bid
process.
The idea behind the bid
process is, in our way of
thinkiftg, to not only give
The girls wouldn't recognize Wells
everyone an opportunity to sell
Hall today!
its goods to the government
Saturday, the stately old Murray
agency-, but to protect the tax- State structure, built in 1925 and used
payer from extravagant and
for more than 45 years as a girls'
dormitory, will be rededicated after a
wasteful spending by elected
renovation job converting it
officials.
- year-long
an office building.
If, as one magistrate said,the-, into
Where the popular lobby was willFiscal Court wants to spread its th*President's office. Where the girls'. _
business around, why advertise room and the sun porch were on the
for bids in the first place? It third floor:. is now a spacious,
seemsa simpler solution would beautifully paneled meeting room for
_
be to buy from one vendor this the board of regents.
All four floors, with exception of the
year, another next year, and so health
services area - now in the
on in a round robin fashion until ground floor northeast corner Where
the circle is completed.
the dining dee used to be-have been .
The • problem with this, remodeled into offices and classrooms.
however (we'll answer our own You have to see the changes to apquestion), is that the Kentucky preciate the extent of the remodeling,
but it's nice. The new Wells Hall is a
Revised.Statutes prohibits such first-class
office building, and one of
a-round robin approach to pur- which we all can be proud.
chasing by governmental,agen++++++
cies in the state. The KRS
What was life like within its walls
requires any purchase of $5,000
when the girls were there?
the
be
made
via
or greater to
Having been born a male child, I
bid process and the "lowest and
wouldn't know other than from hearbest" bid to be accepted.
say. So I asked some of those who lived
there at one time or another. This is
"Best" is the kicker in this
what I learned.
situation. According to Walter
There were two girls, known as
Herdman of the Kentucky At"roomies," to a room with exception of
torney General's office, a
the larger rooms on the third and fourth
governmental .body is not floors adjacent to the east sun porches.
bound to accept the lowest bid if
These held four girls each. Baths were
taken in "community shower rooms,"
it deems a higher-priced
one on each floor of each wing.
product to be in the best inThere were no telephones in the
terest of the taxpayer. To a -room.
The only phone was ip the office _
points- we -agree --witiv -that- off the lobby. If a girl was called on the
philosophy.
telephone, or her "date" called for her
But if all bidders meet the
at the office, her room was buzzed,"
one buzz for one girl, two for the other.
specifications asked for in an
If the girl called was unable to go to
advertisement for bids and a
office, her roommate, or someone
the
practical reason for choosing
nearby, would answer the call or give a
one bidder_ over the other is not
progress report to the waiting date.
given, we think the lowest bid
"It was awful," one laughed, "talking
to a boy friend or your parents there in
should then be judged as the

ticoravittert
Ra)ckatte1111
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Five towns have named delegates to
the New Highway Group organzied to
endeavor to keep unchanged the tentative route of a super state highway
across Kentucky from St. Louis, Mo.,to
Nashville, Tenn. Waylon Rayburn and
L. D. Miller have been named from
Murray. The interstate route, according to present tentative plans,
would run from the vicinity of Marion,
Ill., past Metropolis, Paducah,
Mayfield, and Murray, across Kentucky Lake at Fort Henry, Term., and
then go to the vicinity of Cumberland
City, Tenn., below Dover and _across
Dixon County to Nashville.
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the Varsity Theatre which sod about

Dr. C. E. Ward,Floyd Dethrow, Dave
.Willis, and Pete Rutledge will speak at
the First Christian Church on Nov. 20.
The Murray Woman's Club plans to
pave the driveway and parking area of
the club house this year, according to
Mrs. Charles Clark, club president.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. B. B. Lee on Nov. 11.
The Rev. Howard Nichols spoke on
"Partnership" at the meeting of the
Murray High School Parent-Teacher
Association.
Mrs. W. P. Rollerts and Mrs. J. D.
Peterson of Murray and Mrs. Sarah
Campbell of Paducah attended the 65th
convention of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy held at St. Louis, Mo

30 Years Ago

where Fred's variety store is today;
before it burned.
Still others would head for The Hut
across campus for a Coke and a dance
or two, providing someone would come
up with a nickel for the nickel on
every now and then.
It was virtually impossible for a b8y
to get up into the girls' living quarters.
It was equally difficult even for a
maintenance man. When one did, the
dean of women would go along before
him calling out,"Man in the hall! Man
in the hall!"
•
These, I'm sure, are some of the
things "the girls" will be remembering
and laughing about Saturday as the
historic old lady sets out in another
direction - once again as the nerve
center of the institution.
Maybe they'll have a little trouble
figuring out where this or that used to
be, but the memories will be there.
'There's no way to tear them out, paint
over them or cover them with carpet
and paneling, for memory is the
treasury and guardian of all things
ood, and life there was good.

fly

-Recognize this '1937 swain
waiting on the'Wells Hall veranda
for his iirlAiend? It's Bill Carneal,
currently a 'Timber of the board
of regenes from t
nsboro but at
the time a handsitn.e Murray
basketball player from
amyule.
early in order to grab a choice spot fbr
these tender, parting moments.
At 10 until 9 the lights blinked. This
meant it soon would be time to come in.
Five minutes later, they blinked again,
indicating it was time to get inside. At 9
p.m. sharp, the doors were locked.
To get in after that, a tardy girl had to
elude the night watchman, toss pebiles
against her room window so her roo ie
-or someone- would come down to a
rear or side door and help sneak her in.
Sometimes, the.dean of women would
be the only'-Member of such a
welcoming committee.
TO- he caught at thIs resiilta- in a
"call down," and so monk "call downs"
led to being "campused." This meant
the offender couldn't leave the campus
the following-weekend - or several
weekends - for any reason.
"Call downs" also were given for
failing to sign in or out, having lights on
after the 11 p.m. "lights out" time and
other minor offenses.
++++++
the office with the dean, the student
Of course, there were no tvs or
workers and everyone within earshot
stereos in-the dorm's earlier days, and
listening to every word you said."
only the more affluent girls had radios
++++++
- many tuned softly after hours to the
All the girls had to be in the dorm by 9
music of Joe Sanders, Jan, Garber,
p.m. on Monday through Thursday
Wayne King, Ted Weems and others of
nights. Fridays, they could stay out
the big band masters wherever they
until 11 p.m„ and if there was a dance 'were playing.
on Saturday night, they didn't have to
No cooking whatsoever was perbe in until midnight.
mitted in the rooms, but many a popper
All had to "sign out" whenever they
of popcorn was popped after towels had
left the dorm after 6 p.m., regardless of
been stuffed under the door and around
where they were going. They always
t,he transom to keep the tantalizing
had to "sign out" if they left the campus
aroma confied to the room.
during the day, even to go to town.
None remembered any girt having-a
When they returned, they "signed in."
car, but recalled a few boys who did.
"There was no such thing as getting
The girls and their dates walked to
out over the weekend unless you were
dances - held on the stage at the
going home," one recalled. "to do this
auditorium and later in the health
was like getting an act of Congress
building gyms.
passed with your parents' written
Everybody "dressed" for dinner.
permission."
"We never wore to dinner what we had
The favorite last-Minute courtin'
worn to class during the day," one said.
places on the big veranda were behind
"Heels and hose were the general
its huge columns, and couples often lbft
rule.- Dinner was family style, served
The Hut or the Library.a few minutes
on the table in bowls by student
workers. Eight were seated at each
----table. Milk, fresh from the school's
WRITE A LETTER
herd on the college farm, was poured
Letters to the editor are welcomed
from big pitchers on the tables. None
and encouraged. All letters must be
recalled anyone being made ill because
signed by the writer and the writer's
it had come direct from the milking
address and phone number must be
barn.
included for. verification. The phone
--------4+
-+'+'*-f
number will not be published.
After dinner, some couples - usually
Letters should be typewritten and
the same ones every night - would pair
double-spaced whenever possible
off into the recesses of the
hh
spacious
and should be on topics of general
main parlor for some tog erness.
interest.
--Others would head for t
Capitol
Editors reserve the right to
Theater downtown, located about
condense or reject any letter and
where Settle-Workman is now, hitchlimit frequelit writers.
hiking down and back from in front of
Address correspondence to:
the old Coltegiate Inn, where the
Editor, The Murray ledger &
bowling alley now standa, and at the old

album, "Why Do I Sing," featuring 16
songs with piano and organ accornpaniment by Shirley Joyce Chiles
Humphreys. The recording was made
in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dorothy Swann, Debbie Calhoun, and
Sally Taylor, all of Murray, have been
selected as members of the Sea Mists
Synchronized Swim Team at Murray
State University.

20 Years Ago

WhatA Girl's Life Was- Like
When She Lived In Wells Hail

w1-440,3.,

nts

10 Years Ago

.The Elmus Beale, Freeman, and
National Hotels in Murray were inspected by the state fire prevention
engineer from Louisville and were all
reported to be in fairly good condition.
B. H. Dixon, Hansford Doron, E. L.
Kuykendall, Taz Ezell, Herman Darnell, Paul Blalock, C. 0. Bondurant,
and Buell Edmonds will be the official
delegates from Calloway County at the
state convention of the Farm Bureau,
Louisville, Nov. 22 to 24.
- S. V. Foy, Rachel Rowland, C. 0.
Bondurant, Clarence Mitchell, and W.
C. Hinkley of the Calloway County
Extension Service are attending the
Kentucky Extension Workers Conference at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
Marriages announced include Miss
June Mitchell to Guy Cunningham. The
vows were read at Corinth, Miss.
Dr. Herbert Helped spoke at the

1111.51-e-Thought
Come and hear, all ye that fear God,
and I will declare what He bath done for
my seal. - Psalm 66:16.
Satisfied customers are the best
advertisement. How long has it been
since you have furthered God's cause
by telling others of His goodness to you?

meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held Nov. 13 at
the home of Miss Emma Helm.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the tree
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be 4 disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
indiviclpal writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
A reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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Westclox
Electric
Wall Clock

Spinning Wheel
Electric
Wall Clock

Class time, held t.I weeserel
fete, chew preteettwe leas,
sweep second heed. No. 26261

Design motivated by old time
spinning wheel, incleding
"spoked" wheel dial effect,
dear pOost,c lens. No, 16227
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Gold or Silver

'Dress

Straight
Leg or
Flare Leg
Reg. 9.99
& 10.99
Sale Price

Sandals
Great For The
Holidays

UI

Boys lace-Up
Rubber

Dog Irons

Two Sets
Including
Broom,Poker
& Shovel On Stand
Reg. $21.97

16" deep
set of 2

$1850 each

Cast Iron

Magnetic Windshield

Protector
each

B.
•

Electric

Fireplace Screens

Your Choice

Glass Fireplace Screens
Antique Brass L
Satin Black
u.J. Reg.
le $7999
$88.57

#4204 & #4260

Heat,Tapes
imm4=2=2
with

Dap
Rely-On

Chain
tube
For Chain Saw.

Caulking
Compoun

Duraflame

Fire Logs

or
without
thermostat
6-9-12
18-24
or 30 ft.
lengths
with test
tabs I

Adheres To
Wood,Metal,
Brick & Stone
Ideal For Sealing
Around
Windows

*California Cedar
*Burns for 3 hrs.
*Easy lighting
.3.51b. logs

99c

.67c

each

tube

Check Uncle Jeff's all new Sporting Goods Department for the lowest prices anywhere on
guns, ammunition, hunting clothes, archery accessories and bows, athletic equipment, down
jackets, vests, insulated WALLS camouflage coveralls in colors, bright orange, o.d. and
blue.
We Have
Brand New
We Have The Largest
Artic Comet
Army
Selection Of

Boots
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!
)?ve
$10"

U

Gloves

Peg $19.95
4ulated 1j••x?
111111•111,
*Dow n glove-

$2499

Reg.Sal

Canadhin I eather Tor.

Sells elsewhere for
$179.00
We FinrIce

Her. $29 OF1

l'
S

Cut to Fit

Warm -Up
Jackets

.1

Poor Bottom
Weather Strip

With& Aithout
flood, Zip-l'p
Front

36:Long
Rubber& Metal

.flow n mittens by Space Cr:i

.111 Sizes
•tiki ..doves
All Types of Glove,
:& Nlitt. •

899

Thermal-Insulated

______________

Sizes
S-M-L
8-18

Harthglass

$2599

*Sewn in magnets $
*Elastic straps
*Heavy gauge plastic
.30"x90"

$2799

Now Only

$999 & $1099
Fireplace
Sets

JLA

36" x 72"
Size
nails
&
paper
strips
included

By Walls &
Big Smith
Only

Steel Shank
Sizes 3-6

Sizes 5-10

Window
Plastic

Coveralls r:

100% Polyester
. By Wrangler
— Solids or
Patterns
Reg. $10.99

100%Du Pont Orlon
Acrylic
...Reg. $1.09

Now

Boys Insulated

Slacks

Sale

100% Polyester
Junior
Sizes
Misses Sizes
Half Sizes

Only

•
•
"..
1

Men's Dress

Yarn

Girls
Denim

as

m
a
N
U
s
a
•

19

tiara Pain Relief Contains No Aspirin
100 Cepseles

Winfuk
Knitting

m Jeans
a
m
a
m
a
ins

Replier, Super Hold, Unscented,
Super Unscented, Ultimate Hold. I
oz. Can

4-Hour
Cough Suppressant

Field
Jacket

Door Insulation r

Hood
le:! $39 95

Sponge,foam,felt
lift. rolls,assorted thickness
and widths

9

$249

Discount Prices

Insulated Red Ball

100° Ski °addle

Hip Boots and
Chest Waders

Jacket
Nylon Rope &
Steel Chain

-Tow ChhIS
DISCOUNT PRICES

U J Price

From

All

Pistol-Rifle-Shot Gun

.

rimiNITINP
xes
Single & no,tible Bit Axe,:
Axe & Sledge Handles Also

DISCOUNT PRICES
Heavy Gauge
10' x 25', 250 Sq. Ft.
Windows,Boats,
Etc.

$497

AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Snowmobile
Insulated
Suits
Uniroyal
The Chiller
By Saf-T-Bak
3 Front Pockets
Complete With
Side Lee Zipper
IT .1. Pei, $35.97

Blue-White
it Red
$2995

Plastic Sheeting
, Use To Cover

Ammunition

roll

Top Lace

Knee Boot

. 11

Uncle Jeff's Is
The Lowest Priced
Sporting Goods
Department Anywhere

Anti-Freeze
Easy Test Testers

Flourscent
Orange Hooded
insulated

,,\)
2
(-::

Jacket
%,
,•
,
Front
Zip-Up
, - .,.t,
4/

4'1

, ) ft— -------ik ,r..i. P.
1,
..__t

L,

- With Radiator cap

220 Volt, 4,000 Watt
3 Stack

$899

Saie

Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at reydiar bank rates, with approved credit.

Reg.$3.59 Sale

Heater
with therniost.11
6 Ft.
Cord

:"..e.wirme•vi•ge•se•v•z•ze.a.a.m.re.a.eiwwwww.i.aasa

$44

each

UauaauaU U
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Uterine Cancer Not Linked To
CONA117
.
3101
1
%T
.
Estrogen

Pills, Say Doctors

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer
-BOSTON ( AP) — Yale
researchers who stUilied
. cancer of the uterus say
earlier studies linking the
disease to estrogen pills were
bused on iiiieurate research
- tirith a built-in bias toward
kfinding cancer.
s .The doctors said no
evidence exists that-connects
'uterine cancer to estrogen.
a
a Moreover, they said, the
'faulty research technique
may also have caused
, erroneous findings in studies
:that reported a relationship
:biktween birth control pills and
:breast cancer.
;. .The new research, con:ducted by Ralph Horwitz and
Feinstein,
:Alvan
was
published- today in the New
:- .-r t..ngland Journal of Medicine,
t the same journal that carried
.
f three of the original estrogen
- reports.
Women often -take estrogen
rehtve the ill effects of
noUuse. Previous studies
the past three years
I
that the medicine can
I Cause cancer of - the endornetriam. the inner lining of
• the uterus.
- i . Those
studies,
now
Challenged by the Yale doe- - - -Inrs, showed that women who
ake
estrogen
during
Menopause face up to eight
times the risk of uterine
lower as other women their
: 4ge. Horwitz and Feinstein
I counter that there is no
-- :evidence that estrogen will
f cause this kind of cancer.
'1 Their study found that
istrogen increased the risk of
.. uterine cancer 1.7 times — so
ciy that no significant
can be shown.
_"vie conclude that the
Istrength of the much,
publicized association bet' Z ween estrogens and en;dometrial cancer has doubtlessly been exaggerated and
'seeds re-evaluation," they
:wrote.
.- .
. .. _ The Yale doctors stopped
t. short of saying estrogen
4ermitely does not cause this
..

i
i
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KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
SUOI AS BACKA011, GETTING
UP NIGHTS
14.” 'A arr. at un,-uccal chsorders• Danger knead Help
nature FUME kidneys and
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form of cancer. "All we can
say is that the relationship has
not been proved," Feinstein
said ins telephone interview.
After cancer of the cervix,
cancer of the uterine lining is
the most common malignancy
of the female reproductive
tract. It usually occurs in
women between 50 and 60.
Estrogen, -often taken by
through
going
women
cause
menopause, can
bleeding of the uterus, a major
symptom of uterine cancer.
This bleeding factor led to
what the new study says was a
built-in bias in favor of finding
a cancer Mir in the earlier
reports.
In the earlier studies,
researchers compared
estrogenusing women who had

been treated for uterine
cancer with a group of control
subieets — women who had
other forms of cancer of the
sex organs.
The we doctors said it may
have been the estrogen. WA
the cancer, that caused those
women to bleed and the
bleeding could have prompted
them to have hospital tests
that detected cancer which
otherwise would have gone,
unnoticed.
This way, they said, an
unusually large number of
estrogen-taking women were
found to have uterine cancer
— even though there is no
proven link between the two.*
Feinstein said, "Estrogen
leads to the detecting of
cancers, not to the causing of
them."

82-Year-Old Learns
To Read And Write
—
CHICAGO
( AO )
McKinley Wright was an easy
82-year-old
mark. The
couldn't read or reckon: his
bills, price tags and even the
change in his pocket were a
mystery, and his money
seemed to disappear.
He got a 4150 telephone bill
although he never made a call
— he couldn't read the
numbers on the dial. And
when he cashed his Social
Security check a big stack of
$1 bills seemed like a fair
amount — he couldn't tell a $1
from a $10.
Then several months ago a
homemakers assistant began
calling on the former janitor
at the housing project. where
he lives on Chicago's South
Side, helping him to clean up
the small, cluttered apartment.
She discovered a $150
telephone bill— a bill Wright
couldn't -.resit The calls,
Wright said when she explained the bill, were made by
a burglar while he was
hospitalized.
She found Wright couldn't
read or write, and knew
nothing of numbers. So she
made flash cards, and they
went to work.
''Everybody was taking
advantage of Mr. Wright," the
homemakers ,assistant,
Annette Barrett, told Chicago
Tribune columnist Anne

Sirloin steak, four
golden-fried shrimp mates,
potato, Stockade Toast.
Thurs ay thru Saturday this month,
lunch or inner!

Ali-American Beef
Bel-Air Center

/

Keegan.
"They'd give him the money
from his Social Security
check) in a big stack of $1 bills
so it would look like a lot of
money. ... So that's where his
money was going," she said.
As the weeks passed, Wright
learned to read a few words
and to recognize the numbers
from 1 through 100. And he
learned how to write his name
— skills he passed up to work
in the fields as a boy.
Not long ago his big day
came. Old McKinley Wright,
who everyone knew couldn't
read, write or count and would
never catch you cheating,
went to a neighborhood store
to cash his monthly check.
Instead of marking his
customary X, he wrote his
name.
His tutor recalled: "The
cashier's eyes just about
bugged out of his head. He
knew then something had
happened to Mr. Wright and
he had to be very careful. He
gave Mr. Wright his Money
and Mr. Wright counted it out
very slowly.
"It must have taken him 20
minutes but he stood right
there and counted out loud and
didn't move until he malted it
out and it was right.
"When he left, the cashier
was so shocked he came ourof
the store and watched us walk
away down the street. He
knew the free ride was over."
BANKRUPTCY DOWN
CHICAGO
(- API'
Bankruptcy petitions declined .
again in the fiscal year ended
June 30, according to the
Commerce Clearing House.
The agency said the total of
202,951 case filings for the
year marked a 5 percent drop
from the 214,399 recorded the
previous year. The all-time
high was the 254,484 recorded
in 1975.
California topped the
stateby-state listing for the
latest fiscal year, with 36,330
cases pending. New York,
Illinois, Ohio and Alabama
followed in that rder, the
clearing house said.

ATTENTION RESIDENTS
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Bennett & Associates, a firm that specializes in
Group Insurance Plans in West Kentucky & Tennessee will make I- crailabte to- -qualified Caroway
County residents an excellent

HOSPITAL-SURGICAL-MEDICAL PUN
THE PLAN
•
A $20,000.00 CATASTROPHE PLAN
ROOM BENEFIT •
$10.00 PER DAVAO LIMIT ON DAYS
MATERNITY BENEFIT
$1,050.00(NORMAL DELIVERY)
PAYS 10 $20,000.00 FOR EACH SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
(See Brochure for full Details)
LbW MONTHLY RATES
For Brochure 8 Details-NO Obligation

•

Clip and Mail To: Murray Ledger 8 Times
P.O. Box 32
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY _
PHONE
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Specials Good
Nor. 16-Nov. 22

1407 *MAIN. PHONE 7534681

Free

i((

%awn* bib* hew hese

IR GLARY ACCIPI BMWS

bbit
epee 8-1 Ilea-Tber
PH sod Sat 84

Charmin 1
"
"
a

Gil

Bathroom

SUGAR TISSUE

7511110
1111v
t-lie
ersarY

29c

with purchase of
6 pk. 32 oz.

COKE
S1 79

29

C

4 roll pko.

N'N

With $12.50 Additional
. h
Purchase Excluding
.,)
),
/
Tobacco & Dairy Prod.

With $12.50 Additional
\Nilo.
Purchase Excluding
\
s„.441R1obacco & Dairy Prod.

N''""osome-

iiAiii
)

Martha White Self Rising

CORN MEAL

PARKAY OLEO

1 lb

5 lb

79
'

5 lb

79`

49
'Gold Medal Plain or Self-Rising

FLOUR
Del Monte

Owen's Best
Slab Sliced

PINEAPPLE JUICE

8 or

Pock

3/1

Del Monte
BACON

PEAR -NAIVES

1 6 oz
'
59

Diamond Vuc Poe Con

SHELLED WALNUTS

I lb

Ocean Spray
Musslemann

CRANBERRY SAUCE

APPLESAUCE

/ 7 oz

16 oz

39
'

3/s1

Star Kist

Economy Pack

TUNA

6 1,72-- oz

Del Monte

40110

CATSUP

24 oz

59
'

17 oz

49
'

BEEF

Del Monte

GREEN LIMAS

—

3-5 lb. avg.

•▪

Del Monte

SPINACH
Monte
VEGETABLES

/ 5 oz

16 oz

GREEN BEANS

I 6 or

Hyde Pork

MILK

Green Giant

SWEET PEAS

C

Del Monte or Green Giant Cut
39
'

3/1

Del
M

9

lb.
...........................................
........................
...................

, 1 7 oz

gal

Libby Fruit
39
'

COCKTAIL
Emge
Sweet Smoked

Chefoeciy

VEG. OIL

PICNIC HAMS

48 oz

:•:.

GRAPE JUICE

4

Nabisco Premium

CRACKERS

: lb

1 Lb. Box
49
'

Kroft

WHIP

raft Jet Puffed

MARSHMALLOWS

10 or

3/1

Kroft
139
32 or

MAYONNAISE

Kraft
fMtIALLOW CREAM

GRAPE JELLY

32 oz

APPIE JELLY

32oz

99
'

49
'

Kroft

MfMALLOW CREAM

Sev Sum

32ox

I 3 or

69
'

69
'

69-

Holiday Favorites
•.?0
D-essed
Gralirltr—

-Prt-flerrbek

HENS

SHOULDERS

HAM

MEAT MAKES THE MEAL
THERE'S NO FINER FEAT THAN OWENS BEST
Flor,11(1

Armour_Test Tender

T-BONE STEAK

CELERY

lb

Ig 36

Armour Test'Tender

SIRLOIN STEAK
Leon Ground

2/39
'

/

39

—CHUCK',

lb

Yellow

ONIONS

'
15

Chicken

LEGS & THIGHS

lb

89
'

lb

9
1'

Ficod

'SAUSAGE •

lb

apt MIMI

89
'
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We've enjoyedswing ow and wish to OWNS our
appreciation for pitpatronage and supped with a.

ONE DAY•12 HOUR

On Everlything In The Store
From 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday, November 17th
• kiery item in our inventory
will be offered-at 40% off the original factory
suggested price.
Included will be merchindise from such respected manufacturers as BROYHILL,
BASSETT,JASPER CABINET, ME,STRATOWUNGER,SERTA,SUMTER

•
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Jehovah-'-i-Witnes-ses To Meet
In Owensboro This Weekend
Tto Executive Inn in
Owensboro will be the site of
the semi-annual convention of
Jehovah's Witnesses to be
he Nov. 18-19, it was announced today by George
Bandarra, spokesman for the
local congregation.
An estimated 1500 of
Jehovah's Witnesses from
Western
Kentucky and
Southern Indiana will be
gathering for this two-day

Bible educational convention
centered on the theme
"Rendering Sacred Service
With Loyalty.'
Bandarra Said, "The purpose of this convention is to
build up loyalty to God. to His
son Jesus elhrist.as our leader,
to our Christian Brothers and
to our fellow man, by using the
Bible in our own lives and
helping others appreciate the
worth of the Bible as a guide
for their lives."
Bandarra
added,
"Jehovxh's Witnesses look
forward to these two-day
gatherings as a means to
strengthen them faith and to
keep then abreast to where
we stand in the stream of
Bible time."
The meetings begin at 9:55
a.m. Saturday and close at
4:15 p.m. Sunday. The
highlight of the convention
will be a talk Sunday at 2:00

fao hie Stftkt
Ai Le Decant

FILM, FLOM CURES,
CAMEIUS, FRAMES,

Artcroft Studios
1111Se. 12%

7S3-003S

•••«. Palm.4,

REVIVAL
ChestnutStreet
General Baptist
Church

p.m. by L. L. Roper, a
traveling representative of the
Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society of New York. entitled
"Meeting The Test of
Christian LoYalty '•
Bandarra stated that at(ndance is free and the putilic
is invited to attend both days.

Gunshot Victim
Dies Wednesday
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
services
are Funeral
scheduled here Friday for a
Boyle County man who died
Tuesday as a result of a
gunshot wound. .
Alvin Ira Singleton Jr., 40,
was shot three weeks ago by
an unknown assailant who
fired through a kitchen window at Singleton's home.
Dr. James W. Barney, Boyle
County coroner, said the
preliminary results of an
- autOpey Wednesday indicated
that Singleton died of a blood
clot in the lung, a complication
of the gunshot wound.
been
had
Singleton
hospitalized
since -the
shooting_
--'

Baker Named To
Lead Coal Group

On The Corner Of
Chestnut St. and Cherry

Services Mon. Nov.20th
Thru Sat. Nov.25th
7 p.m. Each Night
Evangelist
_Carroll Yarborough
Pastor Bob Henley

EVERYONE INVITED!

HAftLAN, Ky. AP) —
James
Baker,
deputy
superintendent
of
occupational education for
Kentucky, has been elected
president of the Harlan
County
Coal Operators
Association, effective Jan. 1.
Baker, 52, succeedi Cloyd
McDowell, who is retiring
after heading. the 30-member
organization for 28 years.
A native of Harlan County,
Baker was named deputy
perintendent in 19'16.
Previously he had served as
a teacher and principal at,
Livingston and as superintendent of independent school
systems in Ashland, Monticello and Middlesboro.

Ethan Allen
floorclocks
on sale now!

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.

L---:11

rian/ezeue

753-2571

HARDWARI STORES

REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODMASTER
SEMI-AUTOMATIC HIGH POWERED RIFLE
\. Nem,nktola

30/06
CAIIBUR
Pump-A-Drier Dispenser
Cornames hot and cold thermal effi;iency with pump-action convenience. With handle. 01/P150A

$5.00 REBATE

Variable Speed. Choose the speed I frf
to suit the job. Reverses to remove
screws. 0117117/7127

c.ste..
1r-so \s'

Murray
Home &
Auto's

Bridal
Registry

Look how much money
a dollar can buy!
INSULATION
3%"TNICK

Saturday
Bobby C
Denis W
Dickens

his

15.99 - —
Home Selltri*"
SMOKE ALARM Ptyttd your family from the dan-

1 A99

% In. REVERSIBLE DRILL

gers of fire. Early warning system
detects visible and invisible particles of combustion during the
earliest stages of fir. Loud 85decibel warning arouses even heavy
sleepers. Easy-access test button.
Mounts in minutes. Includes 9-vie/ battery. 42/8201-201/101

Sunbeam LADIES' SHAVER
Attractive styling with micro-twin
head—one side for underarms, the
other for legs 01/76-231

=a/24Am

R-11
15" WIDE

R99
LI

First'Do
RushesPassing
Total off
Passes
Punts
Pun(ret
Kick retu
Penoltie
Fumbles

BARGAIN

30 GALLON
MODEL

47.4;(WRushin

Passin
John }101
Receiv
431;(W
- Ricky Gvi,
Pun tin
mer, 50-

of the MONTH
DUAL 4500 WATT
ELEMENTS
GLASS LINED

76"

Before You Kilo.
It Your Oiven's
Corning Foil
Faced Insulation Will
Nave Paid For Itself
Many Tines Over

30 GALLON
WATER NEATER

Murray
Murray
Murray
Murray 3
Murray.
Murray 3
Murray 3
Murray 2
Murray 1
Murray 1
Western
Wester
Western
Western
We
Western
Western
Western
Wes tern

White
Supplies
Last

CORN POPPER
It's self-buttering! Toploading butter'cup. Popper shuts off automatically. Cover double as
serving bowl.
65526
Quantities Limited

When yOu out o wear -Info ructety hoer gloss insictio.^ I's a sound investment
Ntiu 11 get trsat clOkat back in aviefect tJei ousts be
tore ;au kr:aw it And you iikeeogetting it bock agar
oncliogarni,vec We years,

Outstanding values on three stately floor clocks
from the superb Ethan Allen collection. Your
purchase is the start of a family heirloom that
will be treasured generation after generation.
Each majestic clock is masterfully crafted with
exquisite Ethan Allen cabinetry, solid brass
faces, and the finest 8-day weight-driven movements made by master clocksmiths from West
Germany's Black Forest. Melodious chimes every
quarter-hour, Big Ben strike on the hour. Sale
prices include balance and set-up in your home
by a master horologist.
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It's Unbelievable, But True!
0 to s500"
Buy from '55'
Worth of Merchandise at...
.No Money Down
.No Interest
(For 12 Full Months)
*No Carrying Charges
.12 Months To Pay... At No Interest
A. The Townsend_ 73" tall
Rich. dark Classic Manor cabinet
Reg 5779 SO . • • Sale $649.50
B The Wheaton. 72' tall.
Royal Charter cabinet.
Reg. $899.50
Sale $749.50
C. The Cordell. 76- tall
Georgian Court cabinet
Reg $949 50. . . Sale $799.50

A.
Convenient T Trine . .

Thursday, Friday & Saturday
November 30th, December 1st and December 2nd

3 Days Only-

Free Deliver/

I \I1 lit MOW ii H‘1,111\1.•••

AMEN/

awieleS111111111.

Put your merchandise on !aya.A ay now, then C(Itine in on one of
the 3 Tecia I days
and sign the contract.

CURIA

Mi

ETmAN ALLEN fUN1TUiI

11.1 Ncirth
PhOrie

Atemente

Third St

442 2109
'

•

Just A small way to say "thark you" for your business

Paducah, Ky
.4Q-4257 .

•••••

'-

1.1•11111,

.0111111111M1111111AL

Mirrray Ledger& Times
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Saturday's game against Western Kentucky will be the last for 17 Murray State seniors. In front, from left, are Austine Perine,
Bobby Craig, Jeff Braaten, Don Hutchinson, Wes Furgerson and Cecil Wolberton. In middle are David Thomas, Roger Rushing,
Denis Waddell and Chuck Marquess. In boric are Boy Brickley, Tyrus Brown, Bill Shannon, David Reagan Bruce Martin_ Mike
Dickens end Jeff Parks. Not shown is &Ashy Craig. - •
MSLtPto
Racer-Ililltopper
Cummulative Statistics
Murray
Western
- (won 4, lost 6)
won 7, lost 2)
Firsf'Downs
192
161
Rushes-yards
484-212.2
434-171.,1
Passing yards
144.5
160.4
Total offense avg
356.7
331.6
Passes
115-233-14
109-201-8
Punts
53-37.2
51-38.1
Pun(returns-yoids
14-50
23-172
• Kick returns-yards
39-731
31-629
• Penalties-yards
71-65/
52-616
Fumbles-lost
- 24-12
22-7
Individual Leaders
Rushing - Danny Lee Johnson, 1186,Tyrus Brown,
47.4;(W)Jimmy Woods, 50.0.
Passing - Mike' Dickens, 86-172-1,1 (6 TDs); (W)
John Poll, 101-190-7(12 TDs).
Receiving - David Thomas,- 33-423; Greg King, 31431;(W)Eddie Preston, 30-586; Darryl Drake,29-354,
Ricky Gwinn, 17-174.
;•
Punting -•Wes Furgerson,,-53-37.2; (W)Ray Former, 50-38.6.
Season Results
Murray 2I,Southeast Missouri 24
Murray 23, Evansville 9
'Murray 14, Tennessee Tech 24
Murray 32, Morehead 49
Murray, 21;UT-Martin 7
Murray 33, Middle TennesS'ee 7
Murray 34, East Tennessee 21
Murray ??. Eastern Kentucky 24
Murray 17, Austin Peay 23
Murray 14, Eastern Illinois 35
Western 15, UT-Chattanooga 42
Western 28, Illinois Stole 6
Western 17, Austin Peay 13
Western 27, East Tennessee 21
Western 21, Akron 26
Western 1 7, Eastern Ken focky 16
Western 26, Tennessee Tech 20
•
Western 35, Morehead 7 "
Western 54, Middle Tennessee 0

By WILL GRIMSLEY
credentials.
AP Special Correspondent
Auburn 18, Georgia 15: The
It's showdown in show town
Plainsmen have looked
when Southern Cal and UCLA
alternately
good
and
renew their backyard feud in
miserable - should be ready
Los Angeles, while an extra
for a high.
helping of grits is the order in
Texas 30, Texas Christian 7:
the Deep South where unRarely do the Longhorns come
predictable, unimpressive so far with so little to play for.
Auburn challenges the title
Notre Dame 20, Georgia
aspirations of eighth-ranked
Tech 7: Our Dixie spies say
Georgia.
Tech will pull an upset. The
These are the sources of this
Irish are too deep in talent.
week's upset specials in
Clemson 22, Maryland 17:
college football. The Trojans
The Terps are slightly favored
and Bulldogs have the edge in
among the odds-makers.
talent and statistics, but, as
Clemson has Steve Fuller and
the commercial says, it's not
a good defense.
the dog in the fight that counts
Arkansas 26, Texas AM 20:
-it's the fight in the dog,
The
Razorbacks' ;-; Ron
Last week: 38-15, .715
Calgagni has a 61 percent
(Nebraska over Oklahoma ).
completion average, which
Season: 348-124_737.
should suffice. "
UCLA 25, Southern Cal 22:
Michigan State 33, NorRick Bashore picks up more
thwestern 7: This one is such a
yardage with his arol,-for - cinch they took it off the
UCLA than Charles White gets
betting line.
for USC with his legs.
Mississippi
State 24,
Nebraska 38, Missouri 13:
Louisiana State 20: Both come
Hipp, Berns & Co. still on the
off losses- but Charley
wave Of euphoria but should
McClendon's boys at LSU took
beware of a letdown.
the worst beating.
Oklahoma 21, Oklahoma
Pittsburgh 27, Army 6: No
State 13: Normally the difBlanchard and Davis touchference would be greater but
down twins on this Army 11,
this isn't a normal week for
only sweet memories.
the downcast Sooners.
Ohio State 36, Indiana 14:
- Michigan 34, Purdue 20:
Woody Hayes, wit , a,6-2-1
Rick Leach gets a chance to
mark, is just playing out the
build on his Heisman Trophy
string.
_Yale 15..Harvar---Theinue and the Crimson there
was a day the whole nation
would be watching and
listening.
Florida State 22, Navy 14: A
fine year for the Midshipmen,
who can turn attention to the
Army game.
Stanford 25, California 14:
They call it simply "The
Northern
Game"
in
California. Stanford is the best
6-4 team extant.
The others:
EAST
Syracuse 23, Boston College
7; Brown 31, Columbia 12;
For years, you've
Cornell 19, Perm 6; Delaware
seen and heard
26, Colgate --18; -Rutgers 24,
Holy Cross 14; Dartmouth 13,
9 advertising about
Princeton 10.
Allstate Homeowners insurance.
SOUTH
-Kentucky 14, Florida 9;
And now, it's available here, at our
Miami, Fla., 19, San Diego
agency. But, did you know that if
State 14; North Carolina 30,
Virginia 12; North Carolina
your house is 5 years old or less, you
Sege 25, Duke 17; William &
may qualify for Allstate's"New
Miry 17., Richmond 10; South
Carolina 20, Wake Forest 7;
House 10 Pegeerrt•Discount" on your
Southern Mississippi 26,
basic premium.
Louisville 18; Tennessee 31,
Mississippi 20;.Vanderbilt 15,
Allstate has found it costs less
Air
Force 7;-"ifirginia Tech 25,
to insure newer homes;and they're
VMI 13.
passitig this savings on to you.
MIDWEST
Minnesota 22, Illinois 7;
Give us a call and get in on the
Kansas State 27, Kansas 18;
savings!
Wisconsin 22, Iowa lZ
oilling Green-18, Ohio U. 15;
Allitafelneurance'Company
Kent State 20, Toledo 14;
Northbrook. IL
Miami,Ohio, 25, Cinciwati 14.
See Agents
SOUTHWESI
Bob Billington CPCU
" North Texas State 18,
Memphis State 14; Baylor 28,
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley
Rice 13; Texas Tech 22,
Tom Scruggs •
_Southern Methodist 20.
Guy Billington
FAR WEST
Colorado
.
18, Iowa State 14;
Arizona State 23, Oregon State
7; Brigham Young 32, Utah
14; Colorado State 21, West
Virginia 14; Wyoming 23,
kiawaii 13; El Paso 26, Las
App. 134:.Now,Mexico 22,
153-4151.._
Bid Atr Center
Pacific 10; SarvJose State 19,
Montana 7.

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
The Murray State football
team will take the field
Saturday afternoon, and once
again it faces a team with a
goal. Not just the usual goal,
mind you, of wanting to win
the game. That one, but
another, too.
Western Kegtuoky enters
the 1:30 p.m. contest at Roy
Stewart Stadium with a 7-2
overall record -and 5-0 in the
Ohio Valley Conference. To
maintain a fighting chance for
one of the four Division I-AA
post-season playoff berths, it
desperately needs a victory
over the Racers.
The situation was much the
same last week against
Eastern Illinois in Charleston.
The Panthers, then 7-2, HAD
to defeat Murray for any
hopes of a spot in the Division
II playoffs. They did, by way
of a 35-0 halftime lead and 3514 finale.
A triumph by the Hilltoppers is also necessary to
clinch the OVC title. Eastern
Kentucky, which dropped a 1716 decision to Western earlier
in the year, is still in contention for a share of it, but
needs a victory over
Morehead and a Murray win.
All this means bad news for
the Racers Saturday Not so, says Murray coach
Mike Gottfried. "Every
football game is a big one.
Murray teams have a history
of playing well against
Western, and we hope to
continue it."
The Racers have played
well in the squads' last two
meetings. They won 16-6 in
1976 and again (21-13) last
year. But the Hilltoppers lead
the overall series between the
two,22-16-6.

You can bet the Racers are
glad to be back in Murray.
Their record is 4-6, but five of
the six losses have been on the
road - they are winless
outside of Stewart Stadium
this year - while they've won
four home straight home
games.
The offensive unit managed
only 261 yards total offense
against Eastern Illinois,
dropping it from the top of the
OVC stats in that department.
Murray now trails Eastern
Kentucky in total yards a
game, 363.2-356.7. Western
ranks fifth with 331.6.
however,
Individually,
Iiilltopper quarterback John
Hall leads the league in both
total offense and passing,-with
the Racers' Mike Dickens
trailing him in each. Hall,only
a sophomore, has averaged
149.1 yards a game running
and passing and has completed 11.2 passes a game.
Dickens averages 124.8 in
total offense and 9.6 pas,ses a
contest.
Lee
Danny
Tailback
Johnson averages more than
twice the yardage than that of
Western's leading groundWoods.
gainer, Jimmy
Johnson has 1186 (118.6),
compared to Woods' 300
(50.0
Punter Wes Furgerson
probably hopes to as well
against the Hilltoppers as he
.did in.1977._The Murray siUor
averaged a + oming 46.6
yards on eight kicks.
Furgerson, incidentally, holds
the OVC recbrd for punts in
one season -89in 1976.
OVC picks:
Last week, 2-2, .500; season,
12-8, .600.
Akron 32, Northern Iowa 12
- The Zips will vent their
frustrations after two straight

losses, including a 35-14
blasting by Eastern Kentucky
last Saturday.
Austin Peay n, East Tennessee 12 - The Buccaneers'
win streak will end at one
(they walloped Middle 34-0
last week), mainly because of
Govs' outstanding
the
defensive secondary. East
Tennessee has lived and died
- mainly died - by the pass
all year.
Eastern Kentucky 34,
Morehead'21 - The Colonels,
while mauling Morehead, will
strain to hear the result of the
Murray-Western game. The
fact that they are still in the
running for a piece of the OVC
title will be enough to drub

Morehead.
Tennessee Tech 38, Middle
Tennessee 7 - Tech will at
least end what has been -a
disappointing season with a
victory over the hapless
Raiders. The Golden Eagles
were preseason picks for the
league title, but they deed thisone to finish 5-6. Middle is 1-8,
Murray State 27, Western
Kentucky 22 - Okay, so
Western needs this one. 17
seniors are playing their last.
game for Murray. Add that to
a big crowd in Roy Stewart-i7
Stadium, and one have a
combination to pull off aaupset. Look for Danny Lee
Johnson to regain his form.

Louisville Picked To
Dominate Metro teague
MEMPHIS, -Tenn. Coaches and sportswriters are
picking Louisville to dominate
regular season basketball
play in the Metro Conference
and repeat as tournament
champion.
"I hope they're right, but I
don't think we'll be,good as
last year," said Coach Denny
Crum, beginning his seventh
season with the Cardinals.
Louisville was 23-7 last year.
.- The preseason votes were
taken Wednesday at the annual Metro Conference press
day.
Louistille
was
the
unanimous pick of the sportswriters to win the regular
season championship,
followed by Memphis State;
Cincinnati; Florida State, last
year's winner; Tulane and St.
Louis.

Coaches predicted the
regular season finishers would
be, in order, Louisville,
Cincinnati, Memphis State, Tulane, Florida State and St.
Louis.
Virginia Tech, which
replaced Georgia Tech in the
conference this summer after
the Yellowlackets withdrew to
join the Atlantic Coast Conference, is not eligible for the
regular season championship.
also
conference
The
welconitd three new coaches.
Ed Badger, former head
coach of the Chicago Bulls of
the National Basketball
Association, replaced - Gale
Catlett at Cincinnati. Catlett
now is at West Virginia.
Joe Williams moved from
Furman to take over at
Florida State after Hugh
Durhim, Metro coach t. the
year in 1977, went to Georgia. .

Don't Be Caught In The Cold!
Let Murray Supply Lawn and Garden Center help you prepare for
the cold weather ahead.

Here in Murray & Calloway County

Allstate can save you 10%
on"Good Hands"insurance
for your new home.

(04_4

We Have A Good Selection Of

Fireplace Equipment
•Enclosures • Dog Irons *Wood Grates •Screens

We Also Have
Stove Pipes & Fittings
A),
Pe4;
7
19

The

Murray Insurance Agenc

Bank Rate
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Blue-Gold Game
Is Rescheduled
The Murray State men's
basketball Bl1e-G9ld game,
originally set for tonight, has
been rescheduled. The annual
affair will be Monday at 7:31
p m in University Fiektljouse-,
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Lakers Post 11th
Straight Win In NBA

It will be the last public
scrunmage before the Racers
open their regular season N.
27 at home against Tennessee
Wesleyan. Admission to the
scrimmage is free to the

Junior-High'Jamboree
Scheduled Saturday
East-North winner for the
girls championship, and
the North boys will battle
the East-Southwest winner
for the boys title.
Trophies will be awarded
to the winners, and a
special award will be
pfesented to the school
exhibiting the most spirit.
A chili supper, sponsored
by the cooks at the county
elementary schools, will
precede the event. Serving
will be from 5:30-7 p.m.

The county junior-high
basketball teams will kick
off their season with a
jamboree at Jeffrey
Gymnasium Saturday.
Sponsored
by
the
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters, the event will
begin at 6:30 p.m. with the
East Calloway girls team
against -the "North girls,
followed by the East boys
against Southwest.
The Southwest girls, who
drew a bye, will play the

Western's Yeater
Joins Pro-Ranks
, BOWLING GREEN —Julia
Yeater, head ' women's
basketball coach at Western
Kentucky University the past
two seasons, has resigned her
post to accept the head coach
spot for the Minnesota Fillies
of the
new
Women's
Professional Basketball
League.
She posted a 45-17 mead In

her two seasons and led
Hilltoppers to the runner-up
spot in the Kentucky Women's
Intercollegiate
Conference
tournament both years.
Former Western guard
Brenda Chapman, who scored
40 points in a game against
Murray last season, is
currently a member of the
Fillies' squad.

The Ohio Valley Conference basketball coaches' preseason all conference team is, front row
front left, Roy Taylor, Murray; Jim
my Howell, Tennessee Tech, Bruce Jones. Eastern °Kentucky Alfred Barney. Austin Pear
and Mart Burnett, Tennessee Tech.
Back row are Herbie Stamper, Morehead, Lovell Joiner, Eastern; John Randall Murray; Greg
Joyner, Middle; and Greg Jackson,
Western Kentucky.
Middle Tennessee Phob

Parker Not Bargaining Too Hard

Man Sentenced For
Attack On Referee

By the Associated Press
PITTSBURGH — Dave
Parker, whose line drives
helped make him the National
League's Most Valuable
LAWRENCE. Kan. (, AP)
misdemeanor charges of Player, apparently isn't
A Wichita man accused of battery against a police of- driving too hard a bargain for
attacking a referee during,a ficer and simple battery.
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
football game between Kansas Elwell stayed a 60-day
"Right now, I'm going to
and Texas MEM Sept. 9 faces sentence, provided Dwyer say that we will sign Dave
60 days in jail or 50 hours of completes the community Parker." Pirates General
community service work in service work within the next Manager Pete Peterson said
Lawrence.
month. Dwyer will commute Wednesday after Parker was
between
Wichita
and nanted MVP.
That was the alternative Lawrence on weekends,
With one year left on a
a
„given David Dwyer, 30, round trip of 300 miles.
threeyear contract, Parker
Wednesday by Douglas He was accused of shoving a could become a fre=agent
County District Judge Mike policewoman and running on after next season. But talks
Elwell.
the field at Memorial Stadium are underway on a new pact.
I'm sorry it happened," to strike referee Tom Fincken,
"I'm very optimistic that
said Dwyer, who pleaded no who had signaled a touchdown Dave is going to spend the rest
contest
Nov.
2
to for Texas A&M.
of his career with Pittsburgh," said Peterson.

You liked our Moonlight Madness Special so much
before, we're doing it for you again!

Parker, winner of two
straight NL batting titles, took
the same positive stance, but
he put his thoughts to rhyme.
"I said last season, 'When
the leaves turn lirown, I'll be
wearing my second batting
crown," he said.
"At this time,
say that
when the leaves turn green,
I'll be playing for the same
team."
That brought grins from
Peterson
and
Pirates
Manager Chuck Tanner, who
flanked Parker at a press
conference.
"Dave's the best ballplayer
in the game today. Nobody
can do it better," said Tanrer,
who watched the 6-foot-5, 225pound right fielder lead a
stretch drive last season
despite a cracked cheekbone.
"The amazing thing about it
is that he hasal even begun to

hit his peak yet. Dave Parker
is going to have his good years
starting now," Tanner added.
While Tanner rates Parker
the best in baseball, Parker
apparently isn't insisting on
the top salary.
"I don't think it's necessary
that I show prestige by saying,
'Hey, I'm going to be the
highest paid player in the
game," Parker said.
"I'm publicized as the best,
so I think it's only' right that I
receive one of the better
salaries. But it doesn't have to
be anything larger than
Reggie Jackson or whoever.
It's just getting the security I
need for later years."
,.
Parker said he also doesn't
crave the heightened public
attention that playng in a
larger city-would afford.
"Recognition matters to
me," he said, "but I thipk I

can accomplish that just by
having productive years.
People can't shrug their
shoulders when they look at
--the statistics."
Parker currently does no
product endorsements on
television or in print. He said
doesn't crave them either.
. The Pirates say they hope to
have a tentative agreement
with Parker by Thanksgiving.
"We may not have a signed
contract at that time, but we'll
have things wrapped up," said
Peterson.

Name Omitted
David Cohoon, a member of
the Calloway County boys
basketball team, was omitted
from
the identification
of a team photograph in
Tuesday's edition of the
Murray Ledger and Times.
Cohoon is a 6-1 senior.

Nuggets last summer for
By the Associated Press
It isn't the kind of talent you Bobby Jetties. McGinnis fouled
have, says Kareem Abdul- out with 4:17 remaining in the
Jabber,it's the way you use it. overtime period.
Souks 135, Jazz 118
And the Los Angeles Lakers
Fred Brown led seven
are in the enviable position of
haying both_the talent and-the Seattle scorers in double
ability to use it wisely. That figures with 20 points as the
was evident Wednesday night SuperSonics defeated New
after the Lakers postertheir Orleans.
11th
straight" National
Seattle trailed 26-22 with
Basketball Association vic- 2:39 left in the first period, but
tory with a 133-126 triumph took control with a 16-5 spurt
over the Detroit Pistons.
that carried into the second
Coach Jerry West has period. Wally Walker, who
certainly seen the dramatic scored 14 points, capped the
difference from last season, rally with a basket that gave
when the Leiters finished Seattle a 38-31 lead with 9:36
fourth ie the Pacific Division. left in the half. •
Currently, they're just a halfBullets 138, Bucks 111
-game off . Seettle's divisionKevin Grevey's 24 points led
leading pace with a solid 12-4 Washington over listless
record.
Milwaukee. The Bullets
Elsewhere in the NBA, the jumped to a 31-14 lead midway
Philadelphia 76ers defeated through the first quarter and
the Denver Nuggets 109-103 in never were threatened while
overtime;
the
Seattle coasting past the slumping
SuperSonic,s routed the New Bucks, who now have lost nine
Orleans Jan 135-118; the straight road games.
Washington Bullets hamElvin Hayes and,„Bob
mered the Milwaukee Bucks Dandridge scored 21 ,points
138-111; the Chicago Bulls each while playing about half
turned back, the Houston the game for the Bullets.
Rockets 117-101; the Phoenix
Bulls 117, Rockets 103
Suns stopped the San Antonio
Reggie Thetis scored a
Spurs 125-119 and the Kansas career-high 27 points and
City Kings turned back the Mickey Johnson added 25
-Atlanta Hawks 109-100.
more as Chicago raced past
Adrian Dantley's early Houston. Artis Gilmore added
scoring and Abdul-Jabbar's 20 points and pulled down 11
late flurry provided the rebounds as the Bulls spurted
Laker,— with their victory. to a 12-point halftime lead and
Dantley, who finished with 33 never were headed.
points, had 17 in the second
Suns 125, Spurs 119
period when the Lakers
Paul Westphal hit six key
outscored Detroit 43-20 and points in the final 46 seconds
added eight more early in the and finished with 39 to propel
third to help Los Angeles roar Phoenix past San Antonio.
in front 86271.
• San Antonio's Larry Kenon
At that point, Abdul-Jabbar had tied the game at 117 with a
was sidelined with his fifth pair of free throws with less
personal foul and Detroit than a minute remaining. But,
countered with a 25-10 then Westphal tossed in two
uprising of its own, led by free throws with 46 seconds
rookie John Long's five remaining to put the Suns
baskets to-evin the score at 96. ahead by two points and added
But Abdul-Jabbar returned two consecutive baskets in the
and hit fourstraight baskets to next 29 seconds to ice the
pixt-thtlItkirs in front to stay. game
76ers 109, Nuggets 103
Kings 109, Hawks 100
Julius Erving scored 10 of Otis Birdsong scored 26
his game-high 33 points in a points and Sam Lacey added
fiveminute overtime period as 22 to lead Kansas City over
Philadelphia defeated Den- Atlanta and move the Kings
ver.
into a first-place tie with
The 76ers scored their 10th Denver - in the Midwest
victory in the last 11 games
despite a 29-point per- Kansas City, which had not
formance by Denver's George been in first since early in The
McGinnis, who returned to 1974-75 season, took the lead
Philadelphia for the first time early in the first quarter and
since being traded to the held it the rest of the way.
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e a oway County gir s asketboll team-is front row from -left Penny
Overbey, Mary Wagoner Lodon Overbey Renee Overbey, Rose Ross
MeMe Winchester, Angie Futrell, Jane Anne Barrow and Rhonda
Key.
Back row are coach Marianne Davis manager Kathy Bynum, Gena Hoke,

Sherri Miller, Mina Todd, Stephanie Wyatt, Kim Willie, Melissa Miller
Dawn Redden, Jenger Courszy, Marcey Miller, Sheri Shipwash, manager
Denise Rutherford and coach Jean Watkins.

523 B

Staff photo b) Tnn) Witsoh

Ithaca College
Winslambert

753-9002
641 North

NEW YORK (API --- fthita
College edged St. Lawrence by
a single point, 66-65, to win the ,
1978 Lambert Bowl,symbol of
NCAA Division III footbaN
supremacy. . .
•The award, atinounced
Wednesday, was Ithaca's
third.
The Bombers won the bowl
in 1974 and 1975 on the way to
consecutive losing efforts in
the Division III national
championship game.
'

Glidden's BEST LATEX wall paint ...
.The semi-gloss enamel that's as easy
--Strong on quality and lasting good looks1 to use as latex wall paint!
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INSURANCE—BONDS REAL ESTATE 108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
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• Excellent coverage in 1200 colors
Scrubhable fiat finish stays fresh

• High-hiding — washable semi gloss
• Fast drying:easy to apply
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Huge Deficit Unless Rates Raised
By MATT YANCEY
Associatad Press Wrijer,
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority power
system will end the fiscal 1979 year with
a $75 million deficit unless rates are
raised within the next nine months,
says a report presented today to the
government utility's directors.
TVA Chairman S. David Freeman
and Director Richard M. Freeman,
however, said last week they are inclined to forego a rate increase in
January because of already-high
winter heating bills. That action would
*crease the likelihood of an even
larger rate hike in April.
In its latest quarterly financial
lament,TVA'S power staff estimates
the cost of operating the seven-state
power system for the fiScal year ending
next Sept. 30 at $2.974 billion. Revenues
for the same period are _estimated at
$2.899 billion.
Dissolving the fuel adjustment
charge on customers' monthly bills and
folding it into TVA's basic rates is up
for consideration by the two directors
this month in addition to any action on a
rate hike.
Saying it confuses consumers on how
much they are paying for power, David
Freeman has advocated doing away

•

with the fuel adjustment almost since
he joined the TVA board in September
1977_
The fuel adjustment charge, in effect

- WASHINGTON (AP). — President
Carter- awaited an Egiptian response
today to a proposed American compromise for clearing a major hurdle to
a peace treaty with Israel.
President Anwar Sadat's response on
how to deal with the Palestinian issue
was being delivered to the White House
by Hosni Mubarak, the Egyptian vice
president.
Oh Wednesday, Sadat said the peace
talks are facing a "serious crisis" and
suggested a suspension might be
needed while both sides think things
over.
Meanwhile, the Israeli cabinet
delayed its consideration of the latest
U.S. proposal, waiting for the Egyptian
presentation to Carter. The president
had urged Israel not to take a final
positicni on the American proposal until

Siburbors who hors
recefred Mir home-deihrered
copy of The Murray 'AO's

FRANKFORT
Delinquency, drug abuse,
vandalism, truancy and other
forms of 'anti-social student
conduct do not pose serious
problems for Kentucky
schools except those in the
state's most populous, urban
areas, according to David
Jackson, director of the state
division
of
alternative
education.

S:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:10 p.m. on Satur-

Times by

days are urged to call 753.1916
between 5:30 p.m. arid 6 p.m.,
Monday -friday, or 3:30 p.m
and 4 p.a. Saturdays, to insure
delivery at the newspaper. Calls
most be placed by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Satyr*,
li..
ta.mate*
delivery.
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he had heard from Egypt.
The American compromise offers
deals with several unsettled issues,
including the link between the talks and
future discussions on the fate of
Palestinians on the West Bank- of the
Jordan River and in the Gaza Strip.
Sadat, in remarks to university
professors and students, said "we have
gone a long way at the Washington talks
and have achieved 90 percent of the
road."
But he added that the discussions
"are at a serious crisis and if we can
avoid it in order to achieve the
remaining 10 percent by suspending the
talks for a while to alio* the parties to
think again and then resume, so be it."
He neither elaborated nor referred to
the response Mubarak was carrying to
Carter.

Official Says Widespread Student
Misconduct is Still Urban Problem
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during the last four years, is calculated
each month on the basis of TVA's fuel
costs two months earlier and then'
added to the basic rate on a customer'sbill.

President Awaits Response
From Egypt:On Compromise
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Famous American Anthropologist
Margaret Mead Is Dead At 76

TVA Could End Fiscal- Yeas\Wit

OFF REGULAR PRICE

.

AILASC-Usaut_.
MURRAY,KY.

753-5679

robed figure a Biblical air. But at the moment of death,
By KEVIN McKEAN
AP Science Writer
Sometimes she would wave it she smiled, she said.
"It was as if she knew where
NEW _YORK 4-AP3-- The tit meetings to gain the floor.
walking staff which supported
It was Oct. 2 when Miss she Vila., going and it was
her.tireless, inquisitive march Mead abantrehed - the -tower where She wanted-to-To," said
between the world's simplest office she had occupied for 52 Dr. Metraux, who, as an
societies and its most complex years at the American anthropology student during
lay propped near the hospital Museum of Natural History World War II, belonged to the
bed when Margaret Mead here to enter New York first of three generations of
young people to come under
died.
Hospital.
,
-It was in a corner, waiting
A niece, Madeline Lee, said Miss Mead's influence.
"It was a very gentle and
for her to get up and use it," she talked, wrote and read
said Dr. RhOda Metraux, a avidly until only a few days quiet smile so that you felt
very sad. But also — I'm sorry
Pvt. David A. Gantt, whose friend and associate for 36 before her death.
Miss Mead was unconscious this seems a little sentimental
wife, Kathy, lives at 312 years.
Roslyn Drive, Gadsden, Ala.,
The famous American on the morning of her death, — as if she had at the end of
recently completed training anthropologist and outspoken said 'Dr. Metraux, a research the illness returned to us from
at an armor crewman under ady,ocate _of human tolerance associate at the museum and a far country and -said
the One Station Unit Training died Wednesday after a year- among those at her deathbed. goodbye," she said.
(OSUT) program at Fort long struggle against cancer
Knox.
of the pancreas. She was 76.
OSUT is a 13-week period
A memorial service was
which combines basic combat scheduled Friday atColumbia
training with advanced in- University " with private
dividual training.
funeral and burial at an unDuring
the
training, disclosed
time
in
students learn the duties of a Buckingham,Pa.
tank crewman, including the
Miss
Mead's
black,
firing of the tank's armament lacquered staff, which 'was
and small weapons. They also often mistaken for a tribal
receive instruction in field token, was a traditional
radio operations, map reading British walking stick known as
-and tank maintenance and a thumb-stick,- She began
repair.
carrying one in 1960, when a
- Gantt entered the Army in doctor advised her to use a
July of this year. He is a 1971 cane after an ankle injury. She
graduate of Butler High said she adopted the stick
School, Huntsville, Ala. The rather than be forced to stoop.
private's mother, Mrs. Marie
The injury healed but the
Gantt, lives on Route 1, staff remained, giving Miss
Murray.
Mead's short, rotund, often

ATTENTION
ALL PCA
STOCKHOLDERS

Last spring, the 1978
pertain to many different
General Assembly passed
aspects of unconventional
legislation instructing the
schooling," he said, "But we
Department
of
state
have narrowed our focus to
Education to develop a
student behavior problems.
comprehensive program
We're trying to first assess,
dealing with student behavior
then apply, some workable
problems on a statewide level
alternafives to older, outdated
CALHOUN,Ky.(AP) The man, met with the students
student
but retaining local authority
methods
of
McLean County Board of after Wednesday's demonfor
disciplinary
actual
discipline."
Education is scheduled to stration, and agreed to call a
measures.
meet io executive session meeting of the school board.
Consequently, an alterThe division of alternative
The board is scheduled to
native education plan was education is strictly a service -today after about 40 students
with
student_
prepared by the department vendor for school districts, staged a demonstration at.the meet
.and approved by -the state providing -leadership . and county cburthouse to protest representatives. The students
what they considered to be the agreed after the meeting with
Board of Elementary and technical assistance. in t_De
Secondary Education at a development of local plans. Ifieht punishment handed five school officials to return to
of their schoolmates for classes today.,
Such local programs usually
recent meeting.
.. - wow
The plan presents guidelines are funded through federal fighting.
About 700 students are
The demonstration Wedwhich local school boards may grants that require complex
nesday followed by a day the enrolled at the high school.
elect to follow in tailoring application procedures and
walkout of about 100 students
disciplinary procedures and constant revision.
LAKE DATA ,
from classes in protest of the
programs to their particular
Lake 7 a.m. 354.9,-4
Kentucky
three-day
suspensions
given
Jackson said his agency
needs.
-•
furnishes local school districts five other students who were down 0.1.
"In Kentucky, widespread
Below dam 301.9, up 0.2.
with details and evaluations of involved in a fight Friday.
student misconduct and its
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 354.9,
current alternative projects
disruptive influence are still
School. Superintendent
down
0.1.
being studied in many parts of Richard Hopkins and Otis
basically an urban problem,"
Below dam 302.9, up 0.4.
the nation.
said Jackson. The small size
Griffin, school board chairof most Kentucky school
districts, he explained,
discourages discipline
problems characteristic of
"big city" environments.
Jackson said the term
"alternative" was used to
avoid "negative labeling" of
students who, for a variety of
reasons, have not responded
school
tp
traditional programming and create
problems- for—the---tegular
classroom:
"Alternative education may

McLean Board To
Meet With Students

The 4th Annual Stockholders Meeting to
be held at the Calloway County High
School cafeteria, (Tuesday, November
21 at 7 00 p.m.)

PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Financial Report
Election Of Directors
Door Prizes
Color-Tv.-1300 MtnCai

305North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5602
The Go Ahead People
Richard Price, Field Officer Manager
Keys F Keel, Field Representative
Anita McCallon, Secretary

WILL YOUR VOTE COUNT?

"While—it's a longtime until the
May Primary, it's agj too soon to
think about the kind of leadership
Kentucky deserves. Why do
thousands of people no longer
vote? Is it because all the
candidates seem the same — all
controlled by Big Money
Contributors. We simply must
stop that practice!

Barbara's
Uniforms.
523 Broadway,Paducahriiy.

HURRY!!
MWs& Women's

NIFORM
LEARANCE!
November 18-25

I will not accept contributions larger than $25,
but I do need your help now.
I'm RALPH ED GRAVES, candidate for the
Democratic" Nomination- for overnot of
Kentucky:

Drastic
Savings
1
2 to
Soma Items/

Gal.

WWI

Items on solo for
the final week.

Gal:—

_

Look Cod for
The Holidays

for governor-.
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Funerals

Ralph Gupton Dies
Wednesday; Rites
.Planned Saturday

-

Stock Market —Reasons Office Under Executive Branch
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Lt. Gov. Stovall Says Lieutenant Governor Should Chair LRC

sePiroisre
24,.UDC
Assetitast Motorb
.
-Agar/CU
.4s 4*.
4'.
sac%
Museisast Telephone
By SY RAMSEY
Buria ...
AltI
tuAtettA
'.
Ralph Gupton of FarAssociated Press Writer
l
iP
U
I
L
I
.
.
.
+.
IV.
mington Route I died WedFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP). . IV• v 4.
nesday' at 9:43 p.m. at the GsgeralCare
114411 LINA' U. Gov. Thelma Stovall and
Ciasuall
ics
art. .7i-,t
Fulton Hospital.Fultaa—
lieutenant
former
ire +1
. two
He was 64 years otagesidi Grilaillinwr
governors say the 1980
'
Golan
t.
4
Ws
retired farmer. Born Nov. Ile,
General Assembly should
1913; inGfaves C,Otinty,'Itirivris -I
teL
"
l '
— ---------- 27% Ao restore
lieutenant
the
TRW
the son of the late Luther
Pereira
governor as chairman of She
211111.4
34'
4
:
42
Gupton and Mary Cook Quoit/feels
Ire -,-. Legislative Research ComTappan
Gupton.
Wal-Mart ..
mission.
Th Tr+
Ne
ade
'.
Survivors include one st.ster, Wendy,
22NB trrrA
Otherwise, they indicated to
Mrs. Polly Key, Royal Oak,
a legislative subcommittee
Mich., and one brother,
Wednesday, it makes little
Wayne Edward Gupton, South
sense to keep appropriating
Federal-Slate Markel News Service
Fulton, Tenn.
Nos 16, 193
hundreds of thousands of
The funeral will be held Kentucky Pardon A,,. Ih Market
dollars yearly for operation of
Saturday at 2 p.m, at the Report Imbibe/111196.Maim
Receipts: lea NI Ma 11111 Samoss &
chapel of the Byrn Funeral Gins
Whir.$ews steady to $1 00
Home.Mayfield, with the Rev.
• 1-371balibm..
Salle47 25
Johnson Easley officiating. US 316240 lbs
146.25-47
US
2-3
240-250
Itr
,
36573-4673
Burial will follow in the Beech
US 2-4 260.2a0 lbs
$44.7545.75
Grove Cemetery, located west Sows
US1-2 270-356
$26.11037-111 _Su
of Lynn Grove.
US 1-3310-aells
MU it
Friends may call at the US bleating.
Wale
US
1
,
11=
funeral home after 10 a.m.
ILO
-- .
$31.10-35.111.
The Music Department of
Friday.
Board 311.01142.50
Murray State University will
present its Brass Choir in an
afternoon concert on Sunday,
November 19. The seventeenmember group is conducted
From
by John Hancock, instructor
of Horn and Music History.
The concert features doublechoir antiphonal music by
Giovanni Gabrieli and David
Uber, excerpts from the
Water Music of Handel,
contemporary works by
Albert Reiter, Desire DonDONATORS:
deyne, and Francis Macbeth,
Storey's Food Giant Super Market
and the Variat4ons on Carnival
Peoples Bank
•
of Venice by J.B. Arban. The
Dwain Taylor Cheyrolet
featured cornet soloist is
Bank of Murray
Daniel Goland°, a senior
McDonald's
trumpet major from Potsdam,
Hardee's
New York. The major work on
Uncle Lee's Sporting Goods
the program is Requiem and
Burger Queen
Resurrection,
by
the
Murray Theaters
Armenian-American comEllis Popcorn Company
poser Alan Hovhaness.
Big lohn's
Fakers Amusement
The concert Begins at 3:30
Calloway County High School
p.m. in the Recital Hall Annex
Bob Cook
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Wendy's
Center. The public is invited;
there is no admission charge.

Hog Market

MSU Brass Choir
T.D Give Concert
nday, Nov. 19

the office.
the name of independence for
The 1274 Legkslature, at the you legislators," she said.
behest of GOV. Julian Carroll,
Mrs. Stovall, who has
who was then lieutenant complained of lack of
governor, removed - the meaningful duties, said that
lieutenant governor as U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford and
chairman.
--Carrell, when they were
Carroll's rationale was that lieutenant governors
and
this would
make the chairmen of the LRC, "both
Legislature stronger and got a lot done...a lot more than
more independent because an I've been able to do with a
executive official would not staff of 11."
dominate it.
She said that currently the
Instead; Mrs. Stovall said, lieutenant governor has been
the move has placed the LRC reduced to being president of
under control of the executive the Senate for 120 days (two
branch.
sessions) every four years
"He (Carroll) wanted to "and nothing elae."'
weaken
the _lieutenant
governor's office at the same
time he strengthened his hold
on the Legistature- and all in

The lieutenant governor's
solar}, now is $31,300 annually,
plus use of a mansion and
many other fringe benefits.
Former Gov. and Lt. Gov
Lawrence Wetherby told the
legislators it is true that
lieutenant governors often
become governors, but "we're
not paying them to run for
governor."
He said the great advantage
of having the lieutenant
governor as LRC chairman is
that it provides input for that
officeholder into both the
executive and legislative
branehes, thereby advancing

Gliric-iBuild Plant
At A Carrollton Site

THANK YOU!

Southwest School
For Making Our
Fall Festival
A Big -Success!

KIRKSEY SPEAKER-Dr.
Jack Rose, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, will
be the speaker for the
Thanksgiving
breakfast,
'sponsored by the Rirksey
United Methodist Men, in the
social hall of the church on
Sunday, Nov. 19, at 7 a.m.
Ladies of the church will be
invited as special guests for
the occasion, and a breakfast
of country ham with all the
trimmings will be served, a
church spokesTallissil4

• LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)General Motors Corp. plans to
build a multimillion-doLlar
parts distribution center at
Carrollton, Ky., that will
initially employ more than 300
people, according to a report
published today.
The Courier-Journal quoted
sources familiar with the
project as saying the plant will
occupy about 100 acres near
the Ohio River and is
scheduled to be in operation in
about a year.
GM officials from Detroit
will join state and local officials at a news conference
Friday in Carrollton to outline
the project, the newspaper
said.
According to one source
quoted by the newspaper,
transportation
was the
determining factor in GM's
locating at Carrollton. The
company reportedly was also
considering
sites
near
Bowling Green kind Cincinnati. ---The
source
cited

Carrollton's proximity to
Interstates 71 and 6.5 as a key
transportation factor.
An official of the Kentucky
Department of Commerce
said the 300 employment
figure "is just a beginning. If
things work out as scheduled,
look for it to :o to 1,000."

coordination and efficiency in
government.
He &lid Harry Lee Waterfield, who has been lieutenant
governor twice, agreed that
the 19110 General Assembly
should specifically set out a
number of duties for the office
as well as restore the
Lieutenant governor to the
LRC.
Wetherby said it is
"terrible" to give the
lieutenant governor so much
money - 9100,000 has been
appropriated for the current
biennium - when he or she
has nothing to clo. • -Waterfield said that if the
lieutenant governor is not to
be given specific duties, "you
ought to take away the pay
and fringes."
Mrs. Stovall's stance
departs somewhat from
Wetherby's and Waterfield's
views in that she favors
combining the offices of
lieutenant governor and
secretary of state, which
seven other states already
have done.
This would take a change in
the state constitution.

Waterfield commented that
even without legislative
authorization of duties, a
lieutenant governor has
"plenty to do if you just look
for it."
Mrs.Stovall is a Democratic
candidate for governor in 1979.
Waterfield operates a large
insurance firm in Frankfort.
Wetherby, who also liveshere,
is retired.
•
Insurance.
Ask us about
the best
combination
of price,
protection
and service.
NIP MAINII7
mown Mita
1175. MC mom
75.1-#137
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Buy one
of these...
Mediterranean

NANCY

This Frigidaire Dishwasher cleans pots, pans
and crusty casseroles as easy as pie.
Antiltiloesn't make a lot of noise.

WHAT

YOU
SCHO
TODA
NA NC

Uede0 7.11

Frigidaire is making a
lot of noise about a
dishwasher that doesn't.

If DARE
SIR, TH
ARMY I-I
5URROU

Dishes should be cleaned and nottleard
SO-Wheit Frigidaire
designed their Electri-5aver dishwasher they
packed
s,
extra insulation around the motor compartme
nt
.where you'd expect to find it And allirOuncithe
top and sides of the tub where you might not
expect to find it The result' A dishwasher
so quiet you'll find it hard to believe
how furiously it's working to get
your dishes clean

For pots and pans and crusty
casseroles. this Frigidaire
Dishwasher features powerful
Super-Surge washing action and
a triple-wash Pots & Pans cycle

Don't wee a day longer to put Frigidaire cleaning
power to work for you It,
s the once-a-day remedy
for dmhwashing chore,

With the push of a button, Frigidaire helps
you make the most of your energy dollar.
Cut-up to 30% of the electricity used In the
Normal Soil cycle lust by "voting" NO on the
pushbutton energy option of Heated Dry.
Tall tumblers,skillets and serving
platters are as easy to load as everyday tableware, thanks to flexible
deep-rack design Once-a-day:capacity
lets you wash an average day's dfshes
for a family of four All at one lime
-

Silverware crimes sparkling clean
because Frigkiaire's open-weave
design Silverware Basket helps make
sure hot detergent water reaches
every piece.
.

Med.WT593002

New Dyna-Module 11
100% Solid State 'Service Miser" Chassis
with
the Dyna-Module contains fewer
physical parts,
less wiring than our previous module to
provide
outstanding reliability

Automatic color control

Speaal syste

incoming sign
you change ch

ihe colorsb=ritili
r=

New Dynabrite 11Picture Tube

The Melia 5eld of the electron gun
NIS been oxtindoci to provide a
sharpty focused picture. . . you see
anat.sharp detail and vivid ( oiors

PAUL WINSLOW S
Guaranteed Lowest Prices
Olympic Pl!za2ih
tual,15.9.-1631L
„
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Carroll Requests Extension
Of Mine Regulation Deadline

LEDGER t TIMES Thursday NA-I-94er 16 1 978

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- feel the comment period could his meeting with Carroll,
'Gov. Julian Carroll has be extended because it would Heine said he was symrequested a 60-to 90-day ex- not give OSM enough time to pathetic to the request that
tetision
of the Nov. 27 deadline review comments and com- communications not be cut
Asselly Lteds eeiseC.eok
day....1 know you shouldn't stop for one day, they can do it
for comments on the proposed plete its regulations by off. .
longer."
for
Pelee Writer
smoke, that it's bad for your
He said a nuMber of other
permanent federal strip-mine January.
health, but I do enjoy it. I felt. Julius Richmond, the
Carroll told Andrus he w'as states have expressed the
regulations, saying the state
Marleen Daley started this one-day stopping may surgeon general of the United
hasn't had time to prepare advised that after the Nov. 27 same concern, and said he
smoking seven years ago. encourage me to really stop- States, said he hoped those
deadline, Kentucky can no believed it likely,that an ineffective
comments.
will
today
smoking
stop
who
Today, the 29-year-old I hope.''
In a telegram Wednesday to longer communicate with formal channel of comthen find the willpower to join
Philadelphia, woman joins
The American Cancer permanently the growing
U.S. Interior Secretary Cecil OSM on the proposed munication could be kept open
Americans across the country
Society,
which is sponsoring ranks of former smokers."
Andrus, Carroll also asked for regulations.
between the states and the
in trying to give up cigarettes
the smokeout, estimates that
decision
that
"Apparently,
a
agency.
federal
six-month
extension
in
that
estimates
The sOciety
for 24 hours as part of the
at least 5 million people will 31 percent of the nation's more
which to file the state's per- was made on the premise that
annual
"Great
Gary Auxier, the governor's
second
participate. Like Ms. Duley, than 50 million smokers tried
manent regulatory program the state represents the press secretary, said Carroll
American Smokeout."
local society officials-Say they to quit during last year's
under the 1977 federal surface special interests of the in- was aware of Heine's com"I decided for one day I can
197849
Club
!he
for
Officers
Pep
ELEMENTARY
EAST
hope the effects of the one-day smokeout on Nov 17. Thirteen
dustry. We resent that tin- ments on the probable exmining
act.
take the chance," said Ms.
school year are, left to riyht, Gina Kirk, reporter, Rick
action will linger.
,
plication," Carroll said. "This tension of the filing deadline
Walter
Heine,
director
the
of
percent of them lasted
Duley, administrative
Not
Hi
president.
Garrison,
Wagoner, secretary, and
door position is simply and his interest in keeping
closed
Interior
Department's
Office
-It's
said
psychological,"
society
the
through the day,
assistant to the chief of
-pictured Sharon Williams • reasurer.
acceptable communications open, but
an
of Surface Mining, had said in not
Philadelphia's smoking Dot Zellner, public relations - said. When contacted 60 days
arrangement."
Frankfort
Tuesday
that
who
those
South
the
for
Florida
director
later, 10 percent of
If
prevention program.
that the governor's main
During his visit to Ken- interest was in obtaining an
Kentucky and other coal
things really get rough, chapter of the cancer society. passed the 24-hour test said
producing states probably will theky, Heine discussed the extension of the comment
there's always the next "If they know that they can they had quit for good. About
get a six-month extension until
proposed regulations with -period,
34 percent of the nation's adult
.
groups, coal
environmental
to
3
Aug.
submit
those
smokes,
population now
Crossword Puzzler
Carroll told Andrus that,
Industry representatives,
proposals.
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzfe compared to .tz percent in
despite Heine's visit, he felt he
- -ACROSS
environmental
state
also
Heine
even
said
though
__2 Mates
M301 M000 000 1964.
I Quarrel
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP)- elude reducing the federal the
3 High Mus
'a
'ur
yo
orded
rece_phtaivdenotebe:.11.fraoffm
proposed
federal protection officials and thtr---Obli
The smokeout was criticized
MISO 0030 000
.6 Hard-wood
4 Symbol for
Congress, which deficit to $30 billion or less regulations were issued
96th
The
governor.
The
Institute.
tree
0100 ammloom by the Tobacco
tellurium
Jan. 15, could be the from the $38.9 billion it is now. several months late, he didn't
. At a press conference after program people."
group said the society was convenes
8 Trick
5 Macaw
UMW 330113
conservative in
fiscally
most
12 Story
6 Dirt
RO 0M61 000C "misleading the public with recent memory, according to
13 Fish eggs
7 Chicken
its tunnel vision of the cancer
MOO
MOs 000A
its members, U.S. Sen.
14 Continent
Sun god
problem" and added: "No one of
AM
MOO
MO
00
Ford,D-Ky.
Wendell
15 Skill
9 Amer
MOW) 303 00C individual needs the advice of
16 Aches
10 Locates
prediction was
s
dr
r
O
F
MOM Hen MG
'lJie American Cancer Society
18 Siamese
11 Dines
remarks
contained
OWN :WOW - or the Tobacco Institute for prepared /or indelivery
currency
16 RemunP30100060M OMB that matter - as to whether nesday at a meeting ofWed19 Symbol for
erated
the
Imam amum GOC he or she may enjoy Lincoln
17 Declared
Yttrium
Area
Trail
20 Nobleman
20 God of love
smoking."
Development District.
21 Near
22 Symbol for
part
45 Arabian
In advance of the smokeout,
23 Pronoun
tantalum
Ford warned the group not
36 Skid
seaport
supporters handed out buttons
24 Water wheel 25 Path
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anticipate spending into
and pledge cards and
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size of the federal deficit,
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STEREO FOR SERIOUS MUSIC LOVERS
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AM FM 8-TRACK

RECORD/PLAYSTEREQ

Clarinette''-92,by Realistic

WONDERFUL-I'M GLAD YOU
CAN SPELL
50 WELL

g

18995
Record family favorites for home, car
and SAVE! Auto-Level recording volume,
3-speed changer, tone balance corttrol,
2" high wood enclos/
auto-shutoff 151
ures with 16" speakers Includes dust'
cover 13-1201
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Touching Story Of Helen Keller
To Be Presented At MSU Theatre

•

The story of the life of Helen needs of the handicapped.
The University Theatre will
Adams Keller is indeed a very
touching and motional true- present the story of Helen
tie drama. Helen was born Keller's first encounter with
--into the world as a very her new teacher Ann Sullivan
normal and well adjusted on Thursday, Friday and
child, but at the age of Saturday evenings November
nineteen months she was 3ir and December 1 and 2, at
Stricken by a severe childhood 8:00 in the University Theatre
*sease that left her blind and located in the Price-Doyle
sieaf.'Not until some five years Fine Arts Complex on the
later with the arrival of Miss campus of Murray State
Ann Sullivan as her teacher University.
heartwarming story
was there any hope of Helen
emonstrates the foresighted
beading a life of meaning or
value. During this time in the approach that Helen's mother
history of medicine there was Mrs. Katie Keller, played by
very little existing knowledge, Karen Biter, takes to her
or for that matter, on going s daughter's affliction.
Karen Riter observed.
research into the special

"Mrs. Keller was always
trying to communicate to
Helen, they had a very crude
form of sign language worked
out between them. It was not
until Mrs. Keller read Charles
Dicken's American Notes,
that she became aware of the
Perkins Institute in Boston. At
this school blind and deaf
children were taught to
communicate with others
through the use of a manual
alphabet."
Riter continued to describe
Mrs:- Keller as a very simple
woman who loved her oldfashioned garden that became
the paradise of her three
children by Captain Arthur

••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••
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•
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We invite you to come in and
register fora Free Turkey
to be given away
Saturday at 4:00 p.m.
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Dr. Jean Lorrah, Associate
Professor of English at
Murray State University,
chaired the Science Fiction
and Fantasy Discussion Circle
at the annual meeting of the
Modern
Atlantic
South
Language Association in
Atlanta, Georgia, November
9-11, 1978. SAMLA,the.largest
regional affiliate of the
Modern
Language
Association, this
year
celebrated its 50th anniversary.
"Science fiction and fantasy
have come of age.as subjects
of scholarship," reports Dr.
LoiTah. "Each year, SAMLA
grants a Studies Award to the

•
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FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Downtown Murray
—Open Friday Night Until 8:00—

-4aL

presented two papers at the
annual meeting of the African
in
Association
Studies
Baltimore, Md., Nov. 1-4.
They were entitled "The
Great War and Chewa Society
in Malawi" and "War,
Ecology, and Social Change in
Northern Malawi,1914-1920."
Each presentation dealt
with the social changes
brought on by World War I
among African peoples. Each
also derived in part from
research undertaken with the

aid of a Presidential
Fellowship awarded by
Murray State for the summer
of 1978.
Page, who earned the B.A.
at
degree
American
University,the M.A. degree at
Howard University, and the
Ph.D. degree at Michigan
State University, was a
Fulbright Lecturer in History
Chancellor
at
College,
University of Malawi, in
Central Africa 1971-74.

11511%Vet
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Dr. Melvin E. Page,
assistant professor of history
there was nothing that be at Murray State University,
could do to help. It was the presented papers at two
faith Kate Keller who thought, recent scholarly meetings.
If one child in an institute in
"With Jennie in the Jungle':
Boston can be saved then so European. Humor in an
- African Campaign, 1914-1918"
can minel"
So began the visits to the was the title of a presentation
research centers in the north, he made to the annual cona session with Dr. Alexander vention of the Popular Culture
Graham Bell who took a very
Association in the South in
keen interest in the Keller
Nashville.
child. At the Perkins Institute
Page, who joined the faculty
the Kellers were told that only
at Murray State in 1975,
one teacher was available,the
daughter of an Irish immigrant who was half-blind
herself and spent part of her
short life in the Boston
Poorhouse which at that time
was a home for the neglected.
Though not pleased with the
reccomendations the Kellers
were willing to try anything.
Anne Sullivan arrived at the
Keller house in early 1887 and
through patience and perPURE WOOL
severance she was able' to,
spark Helen's mind to grasp
the meaning of words and
express her thoughts with her
fingers.
The arrival of Anne Sullivan
was to be termed by Helen
years later as the "rebirth of
my soul." According to Karen
Riter and Johnny Cannon this
is what the University Theatre
Production of "The Miracle
Worker" will try to achieve —
the transformation of Helen
Keller from utter isolation and
despair into the triumph of the
human spirit over affliction.

Dr. Lorrah Chairs
•
••••••••••--

STOREWIDE

Captain Keller, who is being
played by Johnny Cannon,
was a very proud and strong
man who had little understanding of the handicaps
that afflicted his daughter.
Cannon described Captain
Keller as, "A man of many
prides: he had served his
cousin General Robert E. Lee
very well as a Captain in the
Confederate - Army, he
the
%cal
published
newspaper, and was appointed the Marshal of North
Alabama by President Grover
Cleveland," Cannon continued, "Although Captain
Keller had very little understanding for the isolation of
his child he did love her very
much and spent a lot of his
money on his wife's search for
a cure for Helen."
It must he understood that
the attitude toward the blind
and deaf person in the 1880's
was totally removed from the
approach that we take today.
Helen Keller once said, "Not
blindness, but the attitude of
the seeing to the blind is the
hardest burden to bear!" One
can only imagine the thoughts
of the very proud Captain
Arthur Keller when he
became aware that his
daughter had been cut off
from the real world into the
sudden silence and blackness
of the physically handicapped.
But to compound the problem

Mel Page Presents Papers At
Two Recent Scholarly Meetings

Friday 17th & Saturday 18th

COURSE FOCUSES
- ON WOMEN WRITERS
NEW YORK (AP) —Citing
the lack of study devoted to
women writers as a group, Dr.
Siddi Schenkle is teaching a
course dealing with women
and writing at the Queens
College Continuing Education
Programs.
Focusing on such famous
women as Charlotte Bronte,
Virginia Woolf, Doris Lessing,
Colette and Sylvia Plath, the
course takes note of the
problems these women faced
"as creative artists in
societies that didn't quite
know what to make of them."
Selected readings from their
works are included in the
:lasses.

Register
For
Free
, Turkey

author of a scholarly
manuscript. The recipient
receives a $500 grant, and his
book is published by the
University of Georgia Press.
This year, oat qf nineteen
-entries, the one chosen wa
study of science fiction by.
Professor Walter E. Meyers,a
member of the Science Fiction
and Fantasy Discussion
Circle. His work is entitled
'Aliens and Linguists'."
• Dr. Lorrah is herself involved in the scholarly study
of science fiction, with an
article scheduled.to appear.in
anthology
entitled
an
"Feminist Studies in'Science
Fiction and Fantasy." She is
also author of a science fiction
novel,
("First Channel,
collaboration with Jacqueline
Lichtenberg, which will
published by Doubleday.

Friday &
Saturday
Only

Mademoiselle
Shop
Court Sq.

Open
111
8:00
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What To Expect From An Eye Examination
Presidential
awarded by
for the summer
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What should you expect
from an eye examination?
If
you
see
an
ophthalmologist, a medical
physician specializing in eye
care, you should expect to
learn more than whether or
not you need glasses.
Since the ophthalmologist is
a medical doctor, he can
determine many things about
the health of the body by
examining a patient's eyes.
For exaxnpIe,e can see signs
of such systemic diseases as
diabetes, high blood pressure,
and some forms of cancer.
A routine eye exam should
consist of two parts, a vision
exam and a medical exam.
During the first part, or the
vision
exam,
the
ophthalmologist tests the
patient's sight to determine if
corrective
lenses
are
required. If necessary,' the
ophthalmologist
prescribes
glasses, or soft or hard contact
lenses, to compensate for a
vision deficiency.
The second portion of the
examination is the medical
part.
Here,
the
ophthalmologist begins by
examining the external
portion of the eye and its
surrounding tissues. He
checks the eyelid and con-

Toddlers
Thru Preteen

Fashions For The Young and Very Young
7111
,
011•7

junctival tissues looking for
any forms of inflammation.
He then teats for certain eye
reflexes and performs a
muscle balance test to see if
the eyes are properly aligned
misalignment may be an
early warning signal for
cancer or stroke.
The following tat the
ophthalmologist performs
requires the use of an instrument called a tonometer
which measures the pressure
of the eye. Like high blood
pressure, high eye pressure is
a serious matter and may
indicate the presence of
glaucoma, one of the leaciing
causes of blindness.
Often before touching the
tonometer to the eye, the
ophttialmorogist will apply an
eye drop containing a local
anesthetic to keep the patient
from flinching during the
tonometer exam.
Next the ophthalmologist
examines the eye from back to
front. He usually begins by
using special instruments to
peer behind the eye and look
at the optic nerve. The tool the
ophthalmologist uses is called
an ophthalmoscope. It causes
the patient little or no
discomfort, but enables the
ophthalmologist to determine

the color and shape of the
optic nerve. In so doing the
ophthalmologist can see signs
of certain neurological
diseases such as brain tumors.
Then the ophthalmologist
usually examines the blood
vessels in and around the optic
nerve. He looks at their color,
and hardness and for
something called tortuositytwisting. In this portion of
the
examination
the
ophthalmologist can determine signs of hypertension,
high blood pressure, hardening of the arteries, and
some severe blood diseases
including leukemia.
Tiny aneurysms, or small
ballooning of one of these
blood vessels, may indicate
the presence of diabetes.
Following
the
blood

Open til 8:00
Friday
lay Away Ncw For Christmas

Settle-Workman
AVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE- SAVE-

The patients at Western
State Hospital are watching
the dates on the giant
December Party Calendar.
._ This is the time of year for
individuals and organizations
to schedule ward parties,
wrap gifts and send contributions to the hospital.
The patients enjoy trips to
community activities, entertainment in the hospital's
recreation hall and visits from
relatives:
and
friends
"Perhaps your group would
enjoy caroling through the

circulates behind the cornea.
The function of the rcarnea is to
concentrate light onto the lens
of the eye.
Looking into the slitlamp
microscope,
the
ophthalmologist
then
examines the space between
the corena and the iris, and
then the iris itself. The iris is
the ring of muscle from which
we tell a person's eye color
The iris is like a diaphragm
with a hole in the center
known as the pupil. Through
manipuliting the muscles in
the iris we are able to narrow
or widen the pupil. This
occurs continuously and
automatically allowing more
or less light into the eye and
enables us to see clearly on
sunny days or . in dimly-lit
rooms.

*Livingloom Suites
*Bedroom Suites
*Bedding
*Sleeper Couches
*Recliner Chairs
*Odd Chairs

STOREWIDE
Friday 17 and Sat. 18

vessel
inspection,
the
ophthalmologist looks at the
macula — an area in the
retina which allows us to
identify objects, and offers us
the greatest r_ange of visual
acuity. A scar or a break the
she ota pin head in this region
can greatly ieduce vision.
The ophthalmologist then
examines the inner sides of
the eye. Here again he looks
for tiny scars, cysts or a
hemorrhage, which may
identify the source of a vision
deficiency.
Changing instruments, the
ophthalmologist
now
examines the front of the eye
using a slit-lamp microscope.
He will examine the cornea, or
living crystal dome, which
arches over a space containing watery liquid which

halls or giving a dress
rehersal of your Christmas
drama on our stage,"
spokesman said.
If you would like to help us
have an old fashioned Merry
Christmas, please contact
Mrs. Margaret Riley, coordinator
of
Community
Relations, at Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville, 42240
or call 886-4431, extension
510," the spokesman added.
"She will be happy to help you
experience the true meaning
of Christmas."

The ophthalmologist
examines all of these parts of
our eye looking for inflammation or degenerative
changes which may be the key
to a specific patient complaint.
Finally, the ophthalmologist' --repeats
the
tonorneter.
examination. This assures the
physican and the patieilt that
there is no sign of glaucoma.
Concluding
the
eye
examination, the ophthalmologist
will
review
his findings with the patient.
This is the most important
portion of the exam. Here the
ophthalmologist has an opportunity to study and interpret the medical data
collected during the course of
the examination. If serious
disorders of the eye or body
are revealed, he may perform
additional tests or refer the
patient to other medical
health professionals.
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Polyester Double Knit
Rog.$199 Now

•

$122
•

yd.

ftiw

1

•

Save On
Electric
Blankets

Polyester Double Knit10
Poly Cotton Blends- . Twin Size
Reg. $2.99 Now

$244

yd.

Ladies Dress

Sportswear

Full Size
Single & Dual Controls

Quiana Nylon
Reg.0.99

$388

OPEN LATE FRIDAY
Don't Forget The
1Ways To Shop
National Store
*Cask Laf-itsray •Charis
-7

Vested
Suits

3 Piece
Polyester
Poly-Wool
Denim & Katki
Reg. $100.004115.00

25 to
50% off
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AGE 5-13

Chapter
To Meet
Saturday
:A West Kentucky chapter of
the Association for the
education of Young Children
ii expected to be organized at
g special meeting scheduled
Aturday, Nov. 18, at Murray
State Uruversity.
:To be held from 10 until
11:30 a.m. in Room 2 of the
Elarly Childhood Center in the
Student Center, the meeting is
open to any one interested in
the betterment of young
children, eseecially nursery
school and day care workers,
teachers'- and parents, according to Dr. Charles May,
chairman of the Pepartment
of Childhood Studies at the
tuhversity
The West Kentucky group
will be affiliated with both the
stpte
and
national
asPociations and its members
will be entitled to the same
behefits as accorded those on
the higher levels.
May identified some of these
as:
Reduced tees at
workshops and conferences
and
the
associational
magazine,"Young Children,"
which is a nationally
respected journal for those
professionally engaged in
working with young children.
The basic objectives of the
organization on all levels is to
help and support youlig
children through appropriate
legislation,
professional
sharing and expertise improvement, he said.
Mrs.
Joyce
Munro,
Louisville, president of the
state-wide association, will be
at the meeting to discuss
organizational structures,
objectives and benefits.
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WASHI
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Murray Downtown Merchants
Association Members Will Be
Open Until 8:00 p.m. Friday, Nov.
11.

Downtown
Murray, ky.

OLDER PEpFLE
BACK IN *SCHOOL
SYRACUSE, N.Y. ( AP) —
Senior citizens who want to
continue their education are
becoming a growing market
for colleges and universities,
says an authority in the field
of gerontology.
Glenn McKibbin of Syracuse
University's. Gerontology
Center says older people are
rapidly becoming an important consumer group in the
field of education. McKibbin
says a growing trend in higher
education is to reach out to
older people and include their
needs in course offerings.
"In some ways, institutions_
of higher education have been
forced to look to this segment
of the population because of
the shrinking younger adult
population," McKibbin says.
"On the other side of the
population spectrum are a
greater number of older
persons reaching 65, 70 and
further, who have an interest
in pursuing education."
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Register for
510 Main St

Be sure to register with all the Murray
Downtown Merchants Association Members
(as each member will be giving away one
turkey!) and watch for all their money
saving specials.
You do not have
to be present to win!
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Bank of Murray Beale Hardware
Boone's, Inc.
Bright's
Burnett's Shoes
Corn-Austin
Crass Furniture
Murray tranch-flopkinsrille _Federal Savings & Loan
Family Shoe Store
Graham-Jackson
Hodge & Son
Nottanithrug
Jeffrey's.
Lennan's
Lindsey's
,_Metort's
Mademoiselle Shop
Murray Appliance Co.
The Tux Shop
Murray Ledger & Times

Murray Supply &
Wholesale Electric
National Store
Pagliai's
Parker Food Market
Peoples Bank
Purdom's
Ryan's Shoes
Allison's Cards
Settle-Workman
The Cherry's
The Speciality--Shop
Thurman furniture
Twin Lakes Office Products
Millis Drug
Ward-Elkins
Western Auto
Winchester Printing
WNIIS Radio
.
Parker Ford
Youth Shop
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FCC Crackdown On CB'ers Results In Fines, Revocations
By JOHN D. MeCLAIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (Al') — The
\iyoah Bird's gone 10-7.
But it wasn't testimony that
bird was screeching over
owner's CB radio in the
,itirnore area that caused it
o off the air — 10-7 in radio

parlance.
Rather it was the finding of
a Federal Communications
Commission administrative
law judge that its owner had
violated FCC Call,letter rules
that brought about revocation
of the bird owntr's CB license.
It was one of the latest in-

Family Shoe Store
Says

ViLLIK
TIORIFEY
Fri. & Sat. Nov. 1764 18th

I Group Men's Boots
I Group Women's Casuals
Group Womens
Dress Heels

25% '
25%
25%
Disc.

EXTRA BONUS
10% Discount On Everything Not
Already On Sale.
114atif ter the free turkey

to be given away Sat. Nov. 18
Open Late Fri. Night

• •
510 Main St.

Murray

71 Liers between April 20 and
Oct 2.
The violations include
failure to use call signs, using
frequencies not authorized for
CB use, excessive power,.
overheight antennas and
repeated failure to reply to
FCC violation notices.
Typiciil fines range from $10
to $250, although some total
more for more serious
violations.

stances of a continuing FCC
crackdown .on CB rule
violations — a crackdown that
results' not only in license
revocations, but in thousands
of dollars in fines each month.
A
recent
FCC
announcement said 123 radio
operators had been- fined a
total of $9,975 for illegal
operations between July 14
and Sept. 23. Another told of
$6,151 in fines collected from

Improper Handling Of
Funds Revealed-At MSU
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
A purchasing official at
Morehead State University
has
resigned
after
acknowledging
that
he
"improperly
handled"
university funds. The school's beard of
- regents
accepted
the
resignation Wednesday of
William Ewers, assistant
director of purchasing and
food services at the urging of
MS•1.1 President Morris Norfleet.
Ewers, Norfleet said, was in
poor health.
Asked _by Dr—WA Cartmell, 'a Maysville regent,
whether any restitution was
planned for the funds that
Kwers ackowledged he'd
mishandled, Norfleet said the
official's letter of resignation
"stood on its own."

Shop Corn-Austin
-Your Jean Headquarters

For Christmas

KEW
Call UsTor

LEXINGTON, Ky. (Al') —
A charge of terroristic
threatening against Richard
D. Jefferson has been dropped
in Fayette District Court
months after
illtTerson was charged with
murdering his wife, Bertie,
who filed it.
Mrs. Jefferson obtained the
warrant Sept. 5, 18 days before
she was shot to death. It was
served in late October.
Judge Paul Gudgel said
serving the warrant was the
only way to remove it from'
court records and that nothing
would come of it since Jefferson has since been charged
with murder.
Court officials said the
warrant
among
was
thousands of warrants that
piled up faster than police and
sheriff's deputies could serve
them.
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Try Sheer Indulgence hosiery with its
exclusive panty with cotton knit into
the entire inside for that cool, soft
• feeling and ricAon on the outside for a
smooth, "no-iines" appearance.
And below...a super-sheer leg that's
sheer elegance.

SvTi:LEE

'And, from November 16-25, we'll
- give you a FREE pair for each pair
you buy.

OFF

Stop in for a super sale on sheer
cornfort...sheer elegance...Sheer
Indulgery hosiery.

CORN-AUSTIN
Downtown

(pa

Murray. Ky.

Shoe Store in
Court Square
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,And 500 Saturday Night
eN Register For A Free Turkey"
To Be Given Away Saturday.
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The Mynah Bird's owner was a whistle, it could have
was cited by FCC engineers been a screech.
for failing to use his FCC call
The CBer said he refused
sign, transmitting whistling the engineers' inspection
sounds and refusing to permit request because the pictures
spot FCC inspection of his on their FCC identification
radio equipment.
cards did not resemble them.
On the night they attempted
Harrison ruled the whistling
unsuccessfully to inspect his charge had
not been
equipment, the engineers said established and that the CBer
they heard him "whistling" had the right to refuse the
over his radio.
inspection request because of
Not so, the CBer told Judge outdated photographs on the
Byron E. Harrison of- the inspectors' FCC identification
whistling citation. The cards. "whistle" heard by the
But he said the CBer's
engineers was, he testified, a license should be revoked for
"screeching sound" made by failing to identify his station
the.Mynah Bird his wife made with his FCC call letters,
him move from the living although he' waived the 12The regents accepted the room to his radio shack
month waiting period for
resignation after an hour's because of its oder.
seeking
a new license. He said
executive session in which
The engineers replied that
they presumably discussed while they thought the sound the CBer could apply for
another license in six months.
the matter.
--...erterarwat
Ewer's
letter,
dated
'Tuesday and sent to Norfleet,
said:
"In
submitting
this
resignation, I acknowledge
that during the course of my
employment I have improperly handled public funds
belonging to the university."
Norfleet
refused
to
elaborate on the matter
following the board meeting:Asked . whether -the
university plans any legal
action against Ewers, Norfleet said, "the action taken
today (by the regents)
finaliies action from the
university's standpoint."
Ewers, 57, who- joined the
MSU staff in 1966, could not be
Wright
reached for comment.
French Star
In other business, the
regents heard a report by
Norfleet that this fall's
enrollment was more than
7,700 students, or about a 7
percent increase over last fall.
The regents approved the
Thousands Of Pairs To Choose From
appointment of Porter Daily
as MSU budget director at a
salary of 623,000 a year. Daily
is a former official in the state
Office for Policy and
.
Management.
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Many Features Included In 1978 Veterans Housing Benefit Act
An merease from $17,54AJ to Housing Benefits Act of 1978,"
$25,000 as the maximum according to Max Cleland,
guaranty
for
Veterans Administrator of Veterans
Adnunistration home loans is Affairs
The legislation, which was
one of several important
features of the "Veterans signed on October 18 by

President Carter,also permits
certain severely disabled
veterans to obtain a VA grant
of up to $30,000 to buy or adapt
a residence to meet their
special needs, Cleland said.

VA grants for these aocalled "wheelchair homes"
were formerly limited to
$25,000.
Cleland pointed out that the
new bill should be of special

benefit to an estimated 165,000
Vietnam
Era
veterans
because it reduces the length
of active duty service required
for eligibility for VA home,
condominium or mobile home

loan guaranty benefits.
Vietnam Era veterans now
need to have served only 90
days on active duty — one day
of which must have been
during the period of August 5,

1964 and May 7, 1975 — to be
eligible for these VA bent-fits.
"The new law brings the
eligibility requirements for
Vietnam veterans in line with
those for World War U and

Korean Conflict veterans,"
Cleland said.
The legislation also permits
VA to guarantee loans for
energy-related home improvements, including installation of solar heating and
cooling systems.
In addition, the law
authorizes VA to guarantee
loans for converted condominiums as of July 1, 1979. •
The agency currently is
authorized to guarantee
condominium
loans
in
buildings constructed and sold
u this type of dwelling.
Cleland
said
another
significant section of the
legislation restructures VA's
mobile home loan program —
setting a $17,500 leas
maximum and extending the
maximum loan term kir
single-wide mobile homes to ,
15 years, an increase of 35
months.
Cleland said veterans may
obtain complete details of the
expanded loan guaranty
program at any VA regional
office.

2. NOTICE

FREE TURKEY TO BE GIVEN AWAY WITH
EACH $200 PURCHASE OR MORE FROM
NOW UNTIL THANKSGIVING EVE!
LARGE SELECTION OF DININGROOM
SUITES. OVER 30 SUITES ON THE
FLOOR AT MARKET 414

OWN YOUR
OWN RETAIL
APPAREL SWOPOFFER THE -LATEST IN
JEANS,DENIMS AND SPOR-TSWEA R. $14,850.00 INCLUDES BEGINNING INVENTORY, FIXTURES AND
TRAINING. OPEN IN AS
LITTLE AS 2 WEEKS
ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.
(ALSO AVAILABLE INFANTS, CHILDRENS AND
PRE-TEEN SHOP) CALL
JOANN, TOU. FREE I100874-4780
DeVANTI'S RESTAURANT
needs a Star Wars costume
All parts needed Call 753
1314
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217
13th., phone 753-3128. .

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

Starks Ilantwaro

CHOOSE FROM NAME BRANDS LIKE:

*BROYHILL •KELLER *SINGER *LIBERTY
*VIRGINIA HOUSE •PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE
BPIECE BROYH ILL - DARK PINE

8 PIECE SINGER — PECAN

DINING ROOM SUITE

DINING ROOM SUITE
Table& 6 Choirs Chino

NOW ON
SALE FOR

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE

KELVINATOR

COLOR CONSOLE
TELEVISION

3 DOOR
REFRIGERATOR

Model WU9414

With lcei Molitor
Model FM1210MW
21 Cu.

REGULAR PRICE $699.00
NOW

et: -White

WAS $859.00

ON SALE
FOR

900

$69

MARKET 414HAS THE NEW LOOK IN DINETTES FROM
RAMA SHOP HERE FOR YOUR HOLIDAY SUITES.

Scree 20% on this beciutiful
Dining 13,)orn ih Solid Pine

25" QUASAR

77900

$

KELVINATOR
14 CUBIC FOOT

EMERGENCY

UPRIGHT
FREEZER

ALL

JAMISON

ODD

LA-Z-BOY

GRANDFATHER
CLOCK

PENNSYLVANIA
HOUSE
FURNITURE

SLEEPERS

END TABLES

RECLINERS

.

PEG

COCKTAIL TABLES

and

SWIVEL ROCKERS
STARTING AT

NOW

BEDDING
TWIN
SET

$60°° OFF
REGULAR
SET
'80°'OFF
KING &
QUEEN
SETS

0
$100° OFF

OVER 40

BEDROOM

SUITES ON DISPLAY
ALL PRICED
TO SELL!!

Dr.

Savo
Fuel I
Wit

Ashl

Auto 1
Nash

Purdc
int

753-41
Dosrntewit

YOUR NEED is
NEEDLINE. 753
‘..4ELPWANTI
COOK AND
loomed,at Rib 5
in perSOP.

TE
LAB
Ne
WORKER
opening for
technician at
General Hospit4
week•ends) or
interested, con
McK innis,
Technologist
Monday through
am 104 prn.
Ext,127*Mar tin

MAID, PART '

bonus plan. API
'at Regal 8 inn, 5
No phone calls.
WANTED SOM
mow and rake I
sweep leaves fr
lot. Call 759.1630.

Lives
Wei

Must
anywh4
cellent
product
furnish
Murray

_CARTER

FREE, GIFT CATALOG. ;•
Great Christmas ideasl °
Young Enterprises, 2804-M
Washington, Paducah, Ky.
42001.

L

PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
- *Weddings
•Portrdils .

•

153-11298

GOD LOVES AND WAN TS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759 4600
.

DON'T GE'
pull your ca
this beautifi
Aral heat an
professional

weft
Sea
Engine
Repair
Mopeds-Mowers
Chain Saws
Etc.

JUST REE
acre farm
you. Call
buy!

Murray Home
8. Auto
'heStil id 753-7571

$15900
JAMISON

te,

b cnolar,
kulpoteer.
srenstri:

442-9747

HERSCHEDE

'and

TO
One c
i))ON
premiere hum
teller, poet,
vcoce and p

Western Ky. Pools

(Only 2 to sell)

LARGE
SELECTION

COMING

Swimming
Pools

DROP CORD
LIGHTS

Model UPM1 44R
WAS $399.00

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE FAFtKING!

ISIOTICE

7-PIECE
MOUTAIN COMFORT

KROEHLER

TRADITIONAL
SOFA

DEN SUITE

Herculon Cover
REGULAR $449 00

$299"

Choice of colors
By Bassett
Choice Of Colors
REGULAR $699.00

$499"

ONLY

$ h9. 00
7c9ll

Terry and Geraldine Sykes, Managers
FREE DELIVERY —FINANCING—LAY-AWAY
Paris, Min.

LARGE SELECTION

OFFICE
FURNITURE

NOW ON
DISPLAY!

WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints
.Carter Photographic Studio,
753 8298. We copy and restore
old photographs. •

LARGE FA
let us show
this mosaic
tral gas hei
extras. Call

NEWLY
REDECORATED
SLEEPING
ROOMS

Just listed,
property. F
fronts on N

block from University. CO 733-1812 or
739-4909.

Just Listed
except fort]

FREE

17 Acres of
tucky Lake.

Nearing Aid
Service Center
9a.m.-12:00 Noon
Friday, 20th
Wallis Drug Store
Murray,
Bolton* of Denten
Benton, Ky. Ph. 5274463

Small 3 or 4 month old
puppy. sound near East
Elementary School. Coll
7531322,ofter, „2:
p.m.

We have a li

DOI
r

cylicnds &
Joe Kennons
Rini Nall 753
!tii Tucker
Mary Rob S
!late, Prritt,1

AVM.
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LITRE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

veterans,"

t

I also permits
ee loans for
home
icluding

TIMES,Thursday, November IC TS

2. NOTICE

6. HELP WANTED

imin-

heating and
law
the
,
to guarantee
1verted eon!' July 1, 1979.
!urrently

is
guarantee

loans

in

icted and sold
elling.
d

another
tion of the
uctures VA's
n program .7,500
lean
mtending the
term for
ile homes to
crease of 36
eterans may
details of the
guaranty
VA regional

iiim=lomor
1VR
TAIL
MOP
LATEST IN
;AND SPOR,850.00 IN.
NNING INURES AND
EN IN AS
2 WEEKS
IN U.S.A.
ABLE !WRENS AND
10P) CALL
F'REE 1-800-

9. SITUATIONS WANTED

alsIEED-CHRISTMAS HELP?
TO MURRAY COOK
COMING
WANTED, days,
Part time grad student
One of America's apply
•g)ON
at
. seeking part time work
premiere humorist, story Restaurant on S..--Seitthside
12th. St
during
Nband Dec.
teller, Poet, composer c)t- JANITOR
Experienced
in
WANTED. Hours
retail
voiCe and piano, Bible 8 to 5, Mon. Fri.
business
and marietIng
Apply in
teacher , Car
and
scholar,
person
at
Roses.
activities.
Call
753-0438.
.
- AAA.Tuiaz, womAtt_ ,4•014,_
uipitiver. Dr. Roger
---. --.---•- '
.....-44k-1144.01410M-Y4iatt-T-Vhouse clearung one day a
CRAFTS. American Hanweek. Call 753 5992.
dicrafts
derylership
POSITtON
available.
Write C. Hudson,
OPEN
for
salesman, local retail store,
2617 W. 7th. Ft. Worth, TX.
Save On
benefits, commission, in.
76107, or call 817-335.4761.
Fuel Bills
surance, paid holidays,
12. INSURANCE
vacation.
Call 753-8391 for
With
apointment.
We are now writing insemeasit
- USED
CAR
RECONon mobile homes, with 3 All•
DITIONING and detail man,
to work at progrressive Ford
fetter companies. For best
Auto Wood
in III. Top salary
rates contact Wilson InNeater:
and benefits, For the right
soignee end Reel Estate, 302
man. Call collect, 217 532N. 1711.- 753-3203.
3,
71 .
WANTED: 'RECEPTI9N IST•clerk,
Monday.
through Friday, 9 to 5.
Experience
necessary.
Call
753 4872
753-8055.
•
Disentinen Murray
I
YOUR NEED is our concern.
NE E DLINE. 753-6333:
6.HELP WANTED
COOK AND WAITRESS
wanted,at Rib Shack. Apply'
Telephone
Apitl person.
pointment Clerks to
LABTECH-RICAL
call on Customers
Needed. Job
WORKER
from our office. This
laboratory
opening jor
pleasant part time
technician at Volunteer
General Hospital, part time
position
is
now
lime.
full
If
(week ends) or
available with a
interested, contact Mickey
Medical
national firm four
McKinnis,
Technologist Supervisor,
hours daily from 5
Monday through Friday,8:00
p.m. till 9 p.m. and
am tel pm. tail 901--537-4261
Sat. 10 a,m.ti113
t 127,Martin Tenn..___.
Salary plus comMAID, PART TIME. Merit
tbonus plan. Apply in person
mission. Please send
St.
12th.
inn,
517
Regal
S.
8
at
name, address and
No phone calls.
phone to P.O. Box 32
WANTED SOMEONE TO
mow and rake lawn and to
J,Murray,Ky.42871.
sweep leaves from parking
iot Call 759-1630.

1

Ashley

Purdom's
Inc.

HELP
WANTED

SHIELD OF SHELTE
Life Health
Home Car
I'VE GOT
THESHIELD

WANTED
ESTAU RANT
ars costume
ed. Call 753
S Products,
Jones, 217 S.
3128

Livestock Operations
Working Manager
Must be willing to locate
anywhere in Kentucky. Excellent salary, along with a
production bonus -and housing
furnished. Write P.O. Box 32-M,
Murray,Ky.for interview,

lift
Ity At

rdware

iplar

27
LKING'

CATALOG. _
mas ideas!'
'ises, 280.4-M
aducah, Ky. •

ER
APN1C
10

ings

ID WANTS to
Bible Facts,

DON'T GET CAUGHT OUT IN THE SNOW! Just
pull your car into this 3 car carport and go inside
this beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with cen„tral heat and air, also a large brick patio and
a
professional landscaped lot.

Immiwimmar,"

Is

:y. Pools .

747

'
l s,.

'
JUST REDUCED BY $3,600.00!! We have a 10
acre farm with a 3 bedroom home just ready for
you. Call us today for more details on this great
buy!

lowers
Iws

iome

to

3-2571

.Y
ATED

I.ARGE FAMTIN AND NO ROOM FOR THEM?
let us show you this unique 4 bedroom home with
this mosaic oak flooring, antique stair case, central gas heat, central vacuum and many more
extras. Call us today for an appointment.
FARMLANDS
Just listed, 23 Acres on 94 East. Good investment
property. Fronts on 94 East for 600 feet. Also
fronts on Palestine Church Road.

AS
Ii nnier-

Just Listed. 22 Acres on Ezell Road, all tillable
except forbouse place. Prime location.

-1812 or

PAFA
Insurance Co.
7)01. Mein
753-0489

NEW APPLIQUED QUILE.
Ohio rose 'pattern. $100. Call
753-1733.

MURRAY
-- FORD
_ TRACTOR

17 Acres of beautifully wooded land near Kentucky Lake. less than $900 per acre.

21. MOB.HOME SALES

FOR
SALE

_Jeeps Valley's Best -Tropical pride star
ruby red grapefruit,
Rio sweet oranges.
18 lbs. bags. Bill
Jones 305 S. 12th
St. 753-3773.

Used Appliances

Mini

Used T.Y.'s

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th .

41. PUBLIC SALES

43. REAL ESTATE

12 )4 "ad, BROADLINE, 2 4 FAMILY YARD'SALE.
bedroom, all electric, mobile- Sat. Nov. 18, 8 until! ? In
Kirksey on hwy 299. Furhome. Good condition, new
carpet, petially furnished, , niture, clothes, glassware
and lots of other items
'including washer and dryer.
753-3143 after 4 pm:

211:4•14,11i-11411A EAMON'S.3 BR, 2 BATH, partially
furnished, central heat and
air, located 12 miles on 94
• Has 10 Refrigerators
east. Call 753-7150days.
starting
left
at...
MOBILE
HOMES
and
mobile home spaces for rent
525 5100
at Riveria Courts Call 753
Color TV Consoles
3280
Like New. Several
21. HEATING & COOLING
Black/White starting
TWO GAS HEATERS, $75
and S50. Call 436 2411.
at...
WARM MORNING Cole
525 a- ci up
stove. 100 pound size, good
shape. Call 489-2345.
63 SQUARES of 5-V used tin,
approximately 5 years old. 30. BUS. RENTALS
Good, $14 a square. Contact ...SHOPPING CENTER next
Howard Brandon, 753 4383 or to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
753.5960.
TWO ANTIQUE TRUNKS Equipped with gas heat and
conditioning. Call 753-3018
air
and one portable dish washer
in excellent condition. Call after 5 pm.
753-3280 before 5 pm or 436- 31. WANT TO RENT
2430 after•6 pm.
-WANTED: Rental , house,
unfurnished, 3 or 4 BR. Call
LIKE NEW BEAUTY SHOP 1-803424-3339
after Nov. 15th.
equipment for sale. Call 75332. A
S. FOR RENT
0061.
2 NEW 26 inch standard 1 BR FURNISHED apart
Murray, heat and
Western Auto-Flyer bicycles. men) i
One boys, one girls, S50 eekti. water furnished. $125 per
.
'
'Inonth
•
plus
'deposit and
Call 436-2372.
1eference4,4011502 235-5902.
SMALL
FURNISHED
apartment. Inquire at 100 S.
13th St.
SMALL
FURNISHED
apartment for rent Come to
1414 Vine.
TWO - ONE BEDROOM
federal hodSing apartments.
Located at Murray Manor,
Duiguid Road, or call 753.
8668.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
WANTED ROOM MATE to
share reasonable rent and
expences in comfortable 3
BR house in Mayfield. Sall
Rick, 1-247-0489 after Spm.
WOOL 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
ALL
WOMAN'S
Pendleton 3 piece suit, never NEW 3 BR House. Family
room, fireplace, central air
worn. Call 753-7909.
-and heat pump, 641 S., $250
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
per momth. Call 492-8634 r
BLACK VINYL ROCKING,492 8452,,
fish
recliner, 20
new
aquariums with heater, filter 36. RENT OR LEASE
GET SETTLED IN
ore
and gravel. Call 436-2165.
AMERICAN
2 winter hits with this nice lot
EARLY
for
trailer
near
Whites
velvet
cushion crushed
couch, beige, excellent Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
condition. Call 492-8420 after miles from Murray, all
hookups, many trailers near
5:30 pm.
by. Only $28 per month. Call
753-7405 after 6 pm.
Used Furniture

"I've got
the Shield!"

11011116
SALE
Velvet living room
suite, tables, a asher &
dryer, color TV, ,g
baby cribs, high chair
and stroller. Baby and
women's
clothing,
other misc. items. 10

We have a lot of exceptionally nice lake lots.

seta

()Norm

DONALD R. TUCKER, REALTOR
. 753-4342

20th
Store

lentItit

I. 527-8463

MEM

tonth old

liar Fast

end. Coll
r_

noNALDN
UCK
ER
HEA1,TOH

• ads & Evenings (';ill
1.4 h clowns 436-5676
litut Nall 753-41N1
IN in Tucker 753-1930
Mary Ri-tlt Smith 753-3383
11 I fel Prntwinr 7" lc
"

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch'

GARAGE SALE Saturday, 7
am till 5 pm at 1513 Canterbury Drive. Clothing, nicnacs, toys, encyclopedias,
tamps and many household
items.
43. REAL ESTATE
3 BEDROOM, 1 1 2 BATH,
near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned
B-3 for the future. Ideal for
rental income. Priced at
$20,500.
THE
NELSON
SHROAT CO. REALTORS,
759-1707.
CONVENIENT LOCATION,Just minutes from shopping
center, groceries, schools, 3
bedroom brick on corner lot
at 1006 Fairlane, priced at
only $36,000. DONALD R
TUCKER REALTOR 7534342.
DIAMOND
` THE
I,N
ROUGH... Finish your hbrne
then
will have 4
you
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, setting
on 2 acres ml. Just 8 minutes
from Murray and 8 minutes
from lake- Posession on
delivery of deed-priced in
teens. Investigate today by
LORETTA
calling
JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.

GATESBORO RESIDENTIAL LOT . . . 120'
wide 200' deep on
Gatesborough
City water and sewers.
Priced Right.To Sell
$4,950. Call Boyd-

105 N. 12th.
GET RICH FROM IN
FLAT ION. Once in a lifetime
investment
opportunity
where inflation is your friend
not your foe. Shopping center for sale with owner financing
available and excellent tax
shelter. For details call or
contact Nelson Shroat co
THE NELSON SHROAT CO.
Uncle
Jeff's
Shopping
Center. 759-1707

Looking for a
new home? Let
us shed some
light on the
subject.

John Smith, Realtor
CAP 753-7411

*Utley Auction &
Realty Sales
COl. 111111t11T AIWA'
Auctioneer R ealtorAppraiser ,
Ph. 4901)479-2986 473-3713'
Seeth Fulton Tenn.

. Guy Spann
Realty _
901 Sycamore 73X7i24
Guy Spann 75345117
T.C. Collie 753-5122
Louise Bolter 753-2409
Prentice Dunn 733-5725

eKOPPER

COMFORTABLE RANCH-STYLE LIVING

QUALREALITY

527-1468 7539625'

,

711 Main

•

1

40. Wooded Acres of
Complete PriVacy . . .
Large Private Lake,
stocked with fish. This
property is not far
from Hwy. M94 W. but
totally
secluded.
Beautiful building site,
house recently burned.
See This Now! Only
$25,000. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

LAKE HOME. You won't
have to waste precious time
and money on upkeep with
this quality built, year round
lake home. Some of the
features
include
maintenance free exteriOr, ten
tral heat and air, three
bedrooms, two baths and
plenty of room for en•
tertaining or
just plain
relaxing and enjoying lire.
Change your life style for the
better and let us tell ydu
about this fine home. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222 anytime. We make
buying and selling Real
Estate easy for you!

Majors Real Estate 753-8080 for additional
Boyd
information.
Majors Real Estate,

DOLLAR DIZZY? Love a
bargain? Who says you can't
get a home at a bargain, too.
This is one of those...Neat 2
753-4758
bedroom with storm doors
and windows, carpeted,
STORAGE Bicycle, mowers, drapes...2
acres for that
tillers,
mopeds,
small garden next spring,..Priced
motorcycle, • $3.00 month. juNt right! LORETTA
JOBS
Large mowers, motorcycles, REALTORS,
753-1492.
$5.00 month Boats, campers,
FIGHTER.
520.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10 INFLATION
Whip inflation now with this
cents sq. ft up. 753-7400.
spacio.us 3 BR, 2 bath home
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
with living room, den, kitGOOD LAST SPRING hay, chen and dining room. Lots
S1.65 a bale Contact Howard of special features for yearBrandon, 753-4389 or 753-5960," round enjoyment including
HAY FOR SALE, Call 753- fireplace for that cold winter
ahead.
Large
1287.
wooden
backyard deck for those
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
summer cookouts! You can
AKC
ENGLISH Springer injoy all these features and
Spaniel puppies. Versatile have part of it paid
for
gun
dogs
Combinging through a separate apartbeauty with brains. Call 1- ment with vaulted
beamed
442 1973.
ceilings and a fireplace. The
BOARDING
FOR
THE apartment currently rents
for
$125 per month. Priced in
Holidays.
Now
taking
reservations, reasonable 40's. Phone KOPPERUD
rates and - 24 hour Woe!". REALTY,1.53-1222.
vision. Hiden Valley Kennels. 435-4481.
BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS
'KITTENS. CFA registered
Persian, 7 months old, fluffy
and healthy. Call 901-6424742
days, or 782-5625 nights.
FULL BLOODED Doberman, female, $50. Call 753130YD-MAJOR
8451.
REAL ESTATE
FULL BLOODED Doberman
753-8080
Pinscher, one year old, very
I
gentle, has papers, $12.5. Call
"Proternsi.nei Services
753-4919.
Wilb The Fnendly Toads"
MALE WIRE HAIRED Fox
terrier puppy -for sate. Calf
753-3981.
SOMEBODY WANTS
SUDSBURY PARK. We
YOUR HOME And WE
groom all breeds of small
and medium dogs. Located in
have what it takes to
town for your convenience.
find that somebody By appointment only. Call
Experience, Knowled759-4140, 9-5, Monday-Friday.
Now scheduling for holiday
ge and Salesmanship.
grooming,
Want
your
home
TWO BEAGLE- HOUNDS. .SOLD? -Call BOYD2/
1
2 years old. Call 753.5618.
MAJORS
REAL
-ESTATE "- 753-8080.
SALE, Friday
GARAGE
Nov. 17 from t:30 to 4730,
Boyd Majors Real
Saturday Nov. 18 from 8:30 to Estate, 105 N. 12th.
pm. • 1506 Chaucer Or:

fa-3-1222

Murray, Kentacky

7534451

a.m. Sat. 602 Poplar.
Inside.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
souths.d. court

Professional Serb ICC2
10i The Friendl Touch'

,29' .

Aid

43. REAL ESTATI

43. REAL ESTATE

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES.
Group Insurance Specialists
serving West Kentucky and NICE TWIN BEDS with box
Tennessee. Representing springs and matresses.$125.
QUIET ACRES! A place to
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. Call 753 2875.
vision and enjoy the good
CO. Phone 753 7273.
UPRIGHT PIANO. Call 753life...3 bedroom ranch with
0573.
livinb room, family room,
c on kitchen -den
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
"How'd I get that storm
bination...Situated on 2 acres
damage repaired so quickly?"
ELECTROLUX Sales and
in East school district. Blue
Service in Paducah call 1skies and clean air are a few
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
7."
of the bonuses you get in this
Montgomery 753-6760.
A7
brick only 2 miles from lake.
19. FARM EQUIP.
'
4. 4
LORETTA '
JOBS
10/
1
2 FT. TUFLINE dics.
REALTORS,753-1492.
Used very little, $1150.
Contact Howard Brandon,
753-4389 or 753-5960.
1.4 41`,,
1974 MODEL FERGUSON
tractor, 150, 400 hours. Also a
rALS41#___I*
John Deere'front end loader,
5' bushhog. Call 753-5618.
22. MUSICAL
BALDWIN PIANOS and
uth e2th at Sycamore
organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
TELEPHONE 75110151
Office, Paris, TN.
AlwayrwanteZto own
NEED AN EXPERIENCED
rhythm and lead guitar
your_ own business?
player to form a band. Can
How about fOur in one?
753-6117 or 382-2547.
procery, restaurant,
24. MISCELLANEOUS
gas and bait shop
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed-aged beef. Front
could all be yours for
13. SALE OR TRADE
quarter 5.79 cents a pound,
$52,000.00. Located apWILL TRADE: 1972, 4-door whole
or side S89 cents a
Pontiac Lemans, 350 engine, pound. Hind
proximately two miles
quarter 5.99
good shape. For good pickup cents a pound
hanging
from lake on main
truck. Call 753.564.
weight. Food stamps ac.
highway with some
14. WANT TO BUY
cepted. We also do custom
financing
privAy_
BUICK ENGINE, 425 or 401, slaughtering. Paris Meat
must be 64, 65 or 66. Call 759- Processing, 642-8201. One
possible.- AIrsfoCk-and '
mile
north
of
on
Parts
old
46110.
equipment -stays at
WANT TO BUY good used Murray road.
quo,ted price.
moble homes. Call 502-527- 26. TV-RADIO
1362
SISSON'S ZENNITH 1978
FOUR OR FIVE YOUNG Close Out Sale. Open Friday
Kopperud Realty
turkey hens and gennies. Call nights till 8. One year free
759-4895 after 4 pm. ask for service on all color tvs.
Goes National
Frank.
Sisson's has sold and ser
viced Zennith products for 16
1$. ARTICLES OR SALE
years. So for the best in sales
1,000
ANTIQU,,E.... USED and service call Sisson's
Bricks. Large quantity at Zennith, 19 miles west of
broken bricks free with Murray on 94. 1-382-2174:
purchase Ca11753-3690, Allen
27. MOB.HOME SALES
Rose, 1603 Keenetand.
/
2 gATH, furnished,
COMBINATION
SAFE, 3 BR, 11
We am help vie Ws, sal sr trek •
• yellow dining room suite, central heat and air, sharp.
ten.tetypires ut.USA.4fossils
coffee table, antique wash Call 753-1725 or 759-4926.
Canterbury
stand and dna. Baby high 2 BR MOBILE HOME, meter
Estates.mmamill1111111111•1•1r
chair and stroller. Call 753- pale, underpinning and
blocks included. Less than
REALTY
6156 after 5 pm.
S3500.
Call 437-4742 or 762
FOR
Kenmore
SALE:
753-1222
ern.
3805-after
4
washing machine. Call 7531972, 2 BR, gas, completely
5618.
ROti
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. furnished, harvest gold
AND 30 ACRES, Property
$15. per rick for short wood, appliances, new carpet,
with lots of potential. House,
bath, un$17.50 for long wood. Call 753- drapes, large
garage
and 30 acres all for
derpenning, $4700. Call 7535612.
S21,500! That's right, better
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK. 4074 or 753-1877.
call
right
now. KOPPERUD
Singer sewing Machine and FOR SALE BY OWNER: 2
REALTY, 753-1222. We are
cabinet, dishwasher, BR mobile home, located SE
members of multiple listing
refrigerator and 10.speed on Murray. Includes 90 X 230
service.
bike. 753 7575 and ask for ft. lot, central heat and air,
T
.
1 1,114..,gen10.•
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
Paul.
car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more. Must be
$3.95 BUYS ALL OF THIS
Here's your opportunity for a comfortable and
seen
to be appreciated,
1-Indien Need Penny
Toomy honie at a realistic price. Economic cen$14,900. Call 753 0716. Shown
1•Uberty Nickel
by appointment only.
tral gas heat, central air and 2400 square feet of
I-Maffei* INchel
1969 JETLINER, 12 X 65,
living area which includes storage areas galore, •
1-Lerge Penny eng.
gas, 3 BR, washer dryer
built-in bookcases and desks in bedrooms,
hookups, storm windows,
I-WW 11 1943 Penny
sewing moth, den, living room, plus a 19' x
canopy, partially furnished.
11‘11. B. Pennies
Call 436-5659.
family room with lovely fireplace. Private fenliefOre 1970 ep
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE.
ced patio with gas grill adds that extra nice touch
I-Wooden Nickel
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 BR,
that totals up to a fineborne-buying opportunity.
--1-111tint Poway 2$ yrs.
completely
furnished.
Phone us today!
1-1961 S Penny limit)
Carpeted, includes washer
•
and dryer, central air,
1-Dare 1960 0 Smell
economical gas heat, deck
OiniiPeitsy
with awning and storage
1-5 Niel Penny-23 yrs.
area, underpinning and
anchors Must be seen at B-12
Has free two $ Bill
Fox Meadows to appreciate.
Call 753-5163.
Plus Our Frae Gift
111 frame, late trims in lelte
Way Shorts. Welk lot, fleet
Plus Ow Free trodwre
12 X 52 HALMARK mobile
home. 2 BR, partially fur
inflation bay this home for
Seed SIM -fed 25' -pasha*
nIshed, storm windows,
51 0.100. Call 753-3263.
to:
underpinning, storm straps
JIM De1011140 & CO.
Wayne Wilson 753.5066
and
air
conditioning.
Call
5.0.5 Plb• we, inemmin wimp
Tom Herndon 7330974
492 8828
kiwi.. Po 11XIS
George Gallagher 753-81,79
Geri Andersep.
- 753-7932
Shirley Wilferd 733 3043
1975 12 X-60 Mobile hOmeiej
AlesAcl.teol 753.1575.
1-10 1lir
_„electi•i c Ws.
14Rai
rers"753-55511
Eri8T5157,
c'citi conditioners.
'
111--TAT
ea.:,
Phone 1 527 4
t4rn .‘
;
4;
:rle 7
75
53'71222
'"Prton•417
.
5. Coll 75? 1420 ir3691.
.111.
411=
.
11•1111-1 11=1111.1
1

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 74-p4IS9

ning

E THE Love
• If you had
at Love's
15 years, we
'Oh reprints
phic Studio,
and restore

Denny Ross

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE

WILSON

AUCTION SALE
Sat. Nov. 18th, 10 a.m. at the old Uncle John Miller
home place. 4 miles northeast of Mayfield, Ky. on the
Symsonia Rd. turn north off of hwy.80,2 miles east of.
Mayfield and cross over Purchase Parkway. This'
one of the largest and best collections of antiques and
primitives in the county. Has been handed down for
three gederations. Seth Thomas wt clock, 8 day kitchen clock, 2 spinning wheels, 3 trunks, old dressers;
chests, wardrobe, side boards, high back beds,
rockers, glass and tin dishes, pie safes, Jenny Lind
bed, picture frames, treadle sewing machines, toy
wagon, dolls, oak mantels, lots of churns, jars, jugs,
pitchers, stone bowls. Lots of cast iron, wash kettles,
tea kettles, bean pots, skillets, flat irons, old carbide
lights and irons. Radios, quilts, old books, advertising
signs and pictures, bottles, straight razor,' pocket;
knives, coffee mill, butter molds, sugar bucket, alad-and kerosene lamps, oak dining table, wheat
cradle, extra good cider mill, wicker items. Large lot;
of depression glass, china and trinkets, old wood,
boxes"and blankets, chests, large lot of team andprimitive hand tools, truck load of harness and gear.This is just part of the goodies, 10 rooms and big outbuilding piled to the ceiling. Come to stay- all day.
There is a gas cook stove, 75,000 BTU gas heater;
dinette set, small appliances and other furniture. In
-case of extreme bad weather sale vill be the
following Saturday. For information call

din

Otto Chester's Auction
Service

502-435-4128

Lynn Grove

AUCTION SALE
(Rain or Shine)
Saturday, November 18, at 10 a.m. at the
Murray Motel, 406 N. 4th Murray,

KY.

Selling Frostfree Westinghouse refrigerator,
25 in. Zenith color and 3 B/W TVs, desk, living
room suit, breakfast set; TN stereo combo, night
stand, port. record player, telephone desk, chest
of deawers, duncan phyfe drum table, double
dresser, metal cabinet, electrolux cleaner,
washstand, old, bookcase, vanity desk, -radio,
elec. heater,typing table, large ironer, bed, mattress, lawn mower, bed linens, books, mirrors,
pictures, books, card table, cookware, 2 antique
doll beds, and numerous small items. •
Eats and drinks, not responsible for accidents,
for information and all your auction needs, call

Terry Shoemaker
436-5327
Bob W. Frosty Miller
•
492-8594
- AUCTIONEERS
Career Opportunity.:_
RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
One of the nations fastest growing famhy steak house
Chains is seeking management trainees for this area This
is an outstanding opportunity to learn the restaurant business offering an exciting rapidly 'growing and welt-paid
future No restaurant experience is necessary - onty an
eagerness to learn and the desire to succeed
.

'Formal management training program
sEarn $9000- $10800 while training
.Top Store Managers pare*20.000-plus
iiikqn incentive trips aria other prizes
•Hesith end lite, insurance beneAS
vacations frorri-2-to:S weeks annually
e
work war
'Prodaymotions
krnade trom within the company
with rapid advancement based On performance
It you are hard-working ambitious and looking for arewarding career opportunity apply today'
An Equal Opportunity Employe,
Call Collect:
Mr.jetry
mad
901-362-9965

mg.

1

.

STOCKADE

ANTIQUEAUCTION
At

Sterling Antique Auction House,
Hazel, Kentucky
November 18th at 7:30 p.m.
We invite every one to another Sale of
fine merchandise consisting of -,China,
Brass, Copper, Pocket Watches, Clocks,
Pictures, Mirrors, _Light Shades, Fire
Fenders, Pot Stands, Small Tim Boxes,
Biscuit Barrel, Bowl & Pitchers, Hall
-Tidy, Barometers, Vases, Carnival, Jardiniere & Stand, Pottery, Platters, Coal
Boxes, Chamber Pots and many other
items of Bric-A-Brac. Oak, Pine, Walnut,
Wicker, Mahognay, and Bambod Furniture. Many other olcl and collectable
household items.
•

• For Information

Sonny Parkhill 502/402-8720
AlreTtellEERS:Col:
L Hatter-Got. Boa Ma
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M.USED CARS

43. REAL ESTATE
LAND FOR SALE 15 acres.
2,I miles from city limits on
hvey 240 Land is presently in
ponds and includes a deep
well
commercial
Has
frontage on 2110 Call Fred
5693
753
Gardner,
44. HOMES FOR SALE
2- BR, Alms) Height14. 11 7
we,double carport .52 X- TS
block outbuilding, carpeted,
Car- LeMbelstsonted. Or404s.
523.500 Call 753 7458
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
8-R. 2 batn, large family
room, split level kintry
Carpet throughout, Well
Andersen
nsulated
wim
windows, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres. 11
miles north of Murray Nice
quiet area.. Widow leaving
state. Call 753 2$10
,NO
HOME NO
F Cif
NITUREl We have both in
this 2 bedroom. 1 bath home
tocated on Nsxm 16th street
l ust off 121 Bypass Another
plus zoned for business at
S11,500.
DONALD
R
TUCKER REALTOR 753
4342.

HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR,
[wick vgneer house. raw sq
ft exeSirent toeaticsn, 704
Olive, never health center.
middle
library,
public
School, • 542.750. Basement,
1! baths, central gas heat.
dishwasher, garbage
disposal, air conditioned.
breakfast nook, fireptace ill
living room taroe family
room-- 47 lotion gtess tined
electric hot water heater,
front patio, lot 60 x 150
Woulu consider a 3 way
trade, have a buyer for a 3
BR house. Shown by ap
pointnsent only. John Pasco,
753 5791 or 753 2649
PACK TONIGHT and be
ready for the weekend in this
completely furnished lake
front condominium, your tor
only 514,950 DONALD R
TUCKER REALTOR, 753.
4342.
ANOTHER
REDUCED
51000• 2 'bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
All appliances and draperies
go with house. Call 753 9924
after 3 30 pm

HORNBUCKLE 1148ER SHOP
Nei )4 ainut Street

NEW OFFICE NOUNS

Closed All Day Wed.

Monday Trida) 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7130 tit 5:00
PRICE SWAY( S1.25
PRICE 11161 CUT $1.50
nOSP1/11 ROVS/ CAW O*0111 7S1 NI)

Saturday, Nov. 18

At 10 a.m. at the home of T.-it- (Slick)
Banks, Coldwater Road at the 121 Bypass
Murray, Ky.
_

part of the Estates of Mr.W.4,
Beale, Thomas Banks, and Mr. Elmus Beale.
One beautiful old Murphy bed with bevel edge
mirror, diamond point aladdin lamp,6 ladder back
chairs, old treadle sewing machine, many old oak
picture frames, old fancy rocker, oak chairs, half
bed, brass bed, wicker basket, ice tongs, old trunks,
stone mixing bowls, baby bed and wood high chairs,
old secretary- with brass pulls, nite stand, tables,
refrigerator, deep freeze, electric stove. RCA TV,
breakfast set. 25 ton air conditioner with fan, many
more items too numerous to mention. Not responsible for accidents.
Will offer for sale

1975 FORD pickup, small V
QUALITY BUILT COM
automatic, good condition
FORTABLE home, 2600 sia
ft Central gas heat and $2450 Call 444 2595
T her mopane
electric air
windows, storm windows.
in
AM FM
carpeting,
•1978 GMC Customized'firin
tercome, 3' BR, 2 large
Long wheel base Has 2.1100
Ceramic baths, living room. miles on it, 14.750 or beet
den, fireplace, - kitchen, offer. Ca41 901 442.4443 after
garbage - dispose, dish- 4 30 pm
washer, refrigerator, double
oversew- lasefich-eabineki4 bee-, - 1.974- MOS. -f-A4443E44dining area, laundry room, dumptruck. Call 7535618
red wood work shop and 1972 CHEVROLET IM'
.rack tile patio. 2tar garage. PAL LA. 1971 Toyota Carona,
nice neighborhood, $36,000. in excellent condition. Call
-Catl 753-6017 for an ap- 753 9964 after 3 pm.
pointment.
1973 DODGE CHARGER
good condition, 77,000 miles
47. MOTORCYCLES
$450. Call 767-6102 after 5'30.
1972 SL 350 HONDA. Has new
Tires and battery, good
mechanical condition. Call
492 8102.
1967 FORD FALCON Sport
41. USED CARS
1973 HONDA, automatic, Coupe, 289, V 8, 4 speed. See
It at 1508 Chestnut or call Jim
$1200 or beet offer. Call 753at I53 7356
4531 or 759 1185.
GRAND
FORD
1976
Mechanically
AMX
1971
brakes,
sound. Body needs little TORINO. Power control,
work,'reasonable. Call after steering and cruise
57650. Call 753 9908.
5.00, 7534409.
1976 FURY WAGON. 58,000
1974 BUICK LaSabre, new
steering,
radial tires, one owner car, miles, power
brakes, air and automatic.
55,000 actual miles Show
Body needs minor work, runs
room 'condition inside and
good,$1000. Call 436 5680.
outside,$2000. Call 436-5680.
1973 CHEVELLE S.S., swivel
1972 BUICK ELECTRA, 4
door, low, mileage, locally bucket seats. AM-FM. 8track, wheels, new tires,
owned, all 'power. Call 436
excellent condition. 1973
2427
pickup. Call
1975 BLUE DATSUN B 210 GMC one ton
hatch back.. 50.000 miles.new
tires, air conditioned, $2000.
Call 7.53•7458.
1972 CADILLAC SEDAN 1966 CADILLAC, $200 Call
DEVILLE. Loaded with 753.8.451.
equipment, steel belted 1977 CAMERO, good con
radial tires, a real good car, dition Call 7531710.
$1350. Call 1.3.5.4-6217.
1975 CONTINENTAL,4.door
1970 CORVETTE,$3800. Call locally owned, extra clean
753 3680 after 5 pm.
Call 436.2427
1975 NEW YORKER. With 1972 CHEVROLET impalla,
all the extras Local one 2 door, hard top, automatic,
owner car with 65,000 miles, air, power steering. Call 753
new radial tires, showroom 3244, after 5 pm.
condition, $3000. Call 436
5680.
1973 PONTIAC GRAND
PRIX. extra clean, all new
tires, row mileage, sager
grey and black. Call 436-2427.
PONTIAC
SEVENTY
LeMans. 2 door sport, one
owner, 43,000 miles. Call 7534856.
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
original. Call 7517365.

s in charge, of Sale. For more information call Dan
Miller at 435-4144. Lynn Grove, Ky.

53. SERVICES OFFERED

19 USED CARS

O. USED CARS

)-E
3031

CAR
EXPERIENCED
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantat
Call 759-1405.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310- for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ALL YOUR Small
concrete, carpentry, painting_anst plumbing jobs, call
753- Oftib
estimates.
GUTTERING BY SEARS.
Sears continuous gutters
your
per
installed
specifications. Call Sears
753 2310 for tree estima tes.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm windows and doors
repaired. Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Cold
water Rd. 753-0180

53. SERVICES OFFERED
WELDING SERVICE. New
business tust Starting, On
two, 893, 2 miles northwest of
Lynn Grove. Working after 4
pm and on-Saturdays Small
repairs and custom jobs,
reasonable rates. Call Hugh
Deering at 435 4434 after 4
pm.

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
SMALL DOZER Spreading,
leveling, back filling Call
753 7370.- •
57. WANTED
100 ACRE ROW CROP farm
within 15 miles of Murray.
Good soil, mostly level. Call
753 5610:

'Mt
20 MILE
DELIVERY
763-0984
Rowed and reedy. Up to 12 s 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
ik home ed-orts, end patios, or U-11UILD, pre-ost completely reedy
*assemble up to 24 s 60. Pup the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

DRIVEWAYS S. PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753.5479
after 4 pm.

Sunset Boulevard Music

Dixieland Center
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
GOOD 1972 PLYMONTH prompt, etrleient service,
Fury, 4-door, air and power call Ernest White, 753-0605.
CARPET
2 new tires, $795. Call 489- LEE'S
2595.
CLEANING, vibraback,
dry
cleaning,
HORNET ,Station steam
1972
Reasonable
wagon, 6 cyl., manual, air, references.
52,000 miles, $1000. Moving rates, free estimates. Call
753.5827.
'sale. Call Eric, 759-1064.
1969 C4IEV420LET, $150. NEED FIRE WOOD? Cali
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
George Landolt at 753-4170 or
Must sell Call 753.0310
John Better at 753-8536.
baths, huge utility room, 2
ceramic
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
Landolt,753.8170,
O ArTQ
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Cali Joe Jackson at Chuck'S
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Music Center, 753 3682 or 753Owner has other interest. Price
7149 after 6 pm
excellent
ROOFING,
$110,000.
Call 753-1486
references.
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
604 Scioto 12th Street
ask tor Shelley.
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky.42301
Phone (502) 753,7114
OR
ROOFING,
FLAT
Murray, bontocky 42071
SHINGLES. Waterproofing
and mobile homes. 15 years
experience. 435-4173.
1972 VW VAN, has a real SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in
good engine with only 19,000 or bats insulation. TVA
miles, shoal. Also a 1974 material approved. Free
Pinto Squire station wagon estimates, Cadiz Dry Walt
2300 C.C. automatic. Has Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
factory AM-FM and tape, Call (502) 924-5541.
$850 Phone 1-354-6217.
51. CAMPERS
1977 JAYCO Fully self
contained travel trailer. 20 ft.
10 in. many extras. Call 4928745.
1979 MODELS ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.
White's Camper Sales, your
Starcraft dealer
local
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non toxic an
titreeze $3.99 per galtocated
PERRY'S DISCOUNT CENTER
miles from Murray on 9.4
LOCATION: Hwy. 94, Lynnville, Kentucky
East. Call 753.0605
1972 TROTWOOD, 26 ft
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1978 10:30 A.M.
travel trailer, nice, 53200
Call 753-1816 after 3-pm.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
12' ALUMINUM BOAT. 7 hp
Mercury motor. Call _7535618.
1978 1700 PRO CRAFT, 175
Mercury motor Phoenix
Tandom trailer. All extras'
with it, call 7534687.
53. SERVICESOFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
Generalhome remodeling,
SEAL ESTATE: 5,700 square toot commoicial buildsag-Ancludtag, potertes. Wafture sta.and beautY
framing, aluminum siding,
shop The beauty shop includes Pt equipment and rents for MOO per week. Budded/ Otis gas Wit
gutters, and roof ing.,Call 1395 4967 or 1-362 4895.
and a deep well water supply
B & J HYDRAULICS. Ser
FOR PRIOR INSPECTOR OF REAL ESTATE BEFORE AUCTION
vice calls or in shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
CONTACT SEWNG AGENT
rebuilding, prices starting at
$17.50. Hwy. 1346 off 94 East.
• PERSONAL PWJPERTY
Call 436-2788.
Elmore stereo rah too tiC(44 makers tape deck AM
CARPET CLEANING, at
ado. leassbeld and office totniture 01 OR type ism
reasonable rates. Prompt
11 sow rasher poet' tows spa; gm sills
and efficient service. Custom
2774.
Carpet Care. 489
MIMIC Mots .mei saws. cask mastic swan.
isbigeralld mat be: atabg Oara IN.. Irene food
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
bir, closet boo 4,011 boa; Via aim cm wean amm
caps installed, minor repair
00m4: Mus of ram*41014 dna ROL6.111.1*
References furnished Call
deo ekore. aotoctIeloo. elide:AMMO; eieliser
the Chimney experts Magic
awn: beds iirmems: oats: law allealk Agin
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759ascloas; earaessaa gasess. 1873PiKeelitioulept:
4878.
stereo rade sad tem decks, _8 hiskiapealemslaLcisk--CAPE.I_GET those small gibs
woe berme heat stcee. are corner minis kr simmee
around the house or mobile
display in stores mini other items too samanias OM
home done? Carpentry,
plumbing,
painting,
aluminum Siding, patios,
small concrete lobs, call 436
2562 atter 5 Pm.

41. USED CARS
1975 FORD GRENADA. 2door, 6 cylinder, automatic.
Power and air, $2450. Call
49-2595.
1976 CUTLASS SALON,
loaded. Call 753 1272 ask for

49. USED CARS

BARKLEY UKE

SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR

XV

Looks 6 drives bread nee,
It. miles, loaded wit% to
fres, comfort supreme, still
rii warrenty. Win sift or
tilde OR. $6500

PARKER
FORD

Murray
Datsun Inc.

Ohio Valley Real Estate

PHONE
502-685-4961

AUCTION
AND

so. usEp,rstutiti
1973 CHEVROLET pickup,
steering, power
power
brakes, air and mag wheels,
$2150. Call 436-2573.
1971 CHEVROLET pickup,
307 engine, straight shift,
900c1 condition, '$1250. Call
4742355.
1974 DODGE CLUB CAB
pickup, one owner, good
conditflan. Cali 753-3896.

Murra
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REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL PROPERTY

In the
the 52nd
banquet
15, the re

Callowa
ment -ha
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degree
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recently.
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mington
addresses,
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They're
the burg
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The d
another 17
theft of a v
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the car Ii
Morgan.
Thursday

1

it

Prizes For
All Ages

1965 MUSTANG GT fast
back, one owner, sharp. Call
489-2231.
need .stumps
DO YOU
removed trans your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759 1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247 8986 collect.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753 7703.

World of Sound
(Formerly T.V.Service Center)

222 So. 12th

753-5885

REAL ESTATE TOSE SOLD AT 12:00 NOON
TERMS: Personal Property, Cash, day of sale
Real Estate 10% down day of sale, balance "nth deed within 20 days,

Murray
Murray, m
at least th
vehicle he
Police
mas W
three
render
Surance an
He's cha
vehicles pa
in Murray
near there,
today.

SAM AND SUE PENNY PROPERTY
404111Mi

4
Y.111.
.-.
4
1070 MAJORS

JAMES R. CASH, Auctioneer
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
JAMES F. MAJORS, Broker

-••••••••••V

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch'

*CAN'T SELL IN THIS AUTUMN MARKET? - WE CAN
*WHY NOT DIAL 753-8080 NOW!! LET US SELL FOR YOU.

JUST IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS

IKErirrfING THE JACKPOT?

Move in this BRAND NEW 3 bedroom, 2 tiath_
ranch, WV. with double garageand enjoy the
clay den with fireplace this winter. This home is
"ready for Immediate Occupanry Don't Delay•
Call Today.

}fere is a real pttyoff. Fly. buftt In 197I Mtge kitchen-den with fireplace, formal dining area, 3
bedrm.s., central heat and air, 2 car garage.
Wooded lot in Panorama Shores withjake view
See Bargain Now! Mid 30's.

Audra Moody 7534036
Warren Shropshire 753-8277
HorrerMiller 753-7519

THINKING COUNTRY?
FAMILY SIZE 8. COUNTRY STYLE
spacious 3 bedroom, 2 bath V.V. home
located on 4 acres. Great room with fireplace,
electric heat, wall-to-wall carpeting. This RI'level is loaded with quality. Prited right for
quick sale in Mid 40's.
This

* SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA
*"DO BUSINESS WHERE BUSINESS IS BEING DONE"

Then you will enjoy living in this almost new 3
bedroom home,situated on 2 acres. Large living
rm.,,kitchen family rm. w/sliding glass doors
opening onto carpeted covered -porch. 2 outside
storage buildings, small barn, back fenced for
stock. Mid 30's.

Barbara Erwfn 753-4136
B.B. Hook 753-2387
Reuben Moody 753-9036
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